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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO TiYE CONGRESS 

INCENTIVE PROVISIONS OF SATURN V STAGE 
CONTRACTS 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration B-161366 

DIGEST ------ 

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE 

In 1963 NASA began incorporating Incentive provlslons into its con- 
tracts as a means of reducing costs, maintaining or accelerating de- 
livery schedules, and obtaining superior hardware. By the end of fls- 
cal year 1969, NASA contracts containing lncentlve provlslons amounted 
to about $6.7 billion. 

The General Accounting Offlce (GAO) revlewed the contracts for the pro- 
duction of the S-IC and S-IVB launch vehicle stages, the largest con- 
tracts containing lncentlve provlslons awarded by NASA's Marshall Space 
Flight Center (MSFC) to: 

--determine if the incentive provisions of the contracts were con- 
sistent with the needs of the Apollo Program, and 

--evaluate the need for the emphasis placed on schedule incentives in 
these contracts. 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

NASA incorporated about $26.2 million in schedule incentives into the 
S-IC and S-IVB stage contracts to accelerate delivery of these stages. 
In GAO's opinion the schedule incentives were not needed because 

--early delivery of the stages could have been obtained without ad- 
ditional payments to the contractors. (See pp. 9 to 16.) 

--adoption of air transportation for the S-IVB stage provided the 
desired schedule acceleration. (See p. 17.) 

--manufacturing of the S-II stage was at least 5 months behind sched- 
ule and had thus provided the additional time for testing and solv- 
ing prelaunch checkout problems on the S-IC and S-IVB stages, which 
NASA stated it was attempting to obtain through the use of schedule 
incentives. (See pp. 18 to 20.) 

--delivery of the stages for certain vehicles ahead of schedule was 
not consistent with an earlier decision to delay delivery of these 
stages. (See pp* 23 to 25.) 

NASA did not agree with GAO's findings and conclusions and stated that 
the early delivery incentives reduced costs, permitted missl’on 



adjustments, and would keep total program costs to the minimum ob- 
tainable. According to NASA* 

--the dec7sion to use schedule incent7ves was made concurrent with 
the dec7s7on to stretch out the dellvery schedule and the use of 
these incentives aided in stabilizing the Apollo Program schedule, 
(See op. 23 to 25.) 

--the behind-schedule position of the S-II stage improved steadily 
and d7d not affect the dec7s7on to incorporate schedule incentives 
Into the S-IC and S-IVB contracts. (See p. 20.) 

--uncertainties associated with air transportation of the S-IVB 
stage prevented NASA from relying on the potential time to be 
ga7ned through use of a7r transportation. (See p. 20.) 

GAO contends that (1) the ObJectives of the schedule stretchout and 
the use of dellvery 7ncent7ves were 7ncompatible (see pp, 23 to 25), 
(2) there was 17ttle, if any3 evidence to ind7cate improvement in the 
S-II stage behind-schedule pos7t7on at the time the S-IC and S-IVB 
stage contracts were be7ng negotiated (see p. la), and (3) the un- 
certainties of using air transportation for the S-IVB stage had been 
cleared up before the S-IN stage contract was modified. (See p. 29.) 
GAO further noted that, despite the advantages that NASA said resulted 
from the use of schedule incentives, the contracts for the follow-on 
product7on of S-IC and S-IVB stages provided only for the assessment 
of a penalty against the contractors if the stages were not delivered 
on time (See p 26.) GAO believes that NASA could have avoided using 
schedule incentives to obtain the early delivery of the first group of 
stages without adversely affecting the An0110 Program. 

RECOtWENDATIONS OR SUGGESTIONS 

In view of the apparent change 7n pol7cy with respect to the use of 
schedule 7ncent7ves as d7scussed below, GAO 7s making no recommendat7on. 

AGENCY ACTIONS AND UNRESOLVED ISSUES 

In October 1969, YASA and the Department of Defense issued a joint in- 
centive contract7ng guide that descrtbes 7mproved 7ncent7ve contracting 
techniques V7th respect to schedule incentives, the new guide suggests 
that, usually, 7t 7s not advisable to prov7de rewards in order to advance 
delivery schedules and that, generally, penalty-only incentives are the 
most appropriate means of ensuring del7very on schedule. GAO believes 
that the new gu7del7nes, 7f properly implemented, should preclude a re- 
currence of the situations described 7n th7s report. (See pp. 33 and 34. 

MdTTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE COiUGRESS 

GAO believes that the matters discussed 7n this report ~711 be of in- 
terest to the Congress in its cont7nu7ng assessment of Government procure- 
ment pol7c7es and procedures and 7n overseeing NASA's management of the 
Space Program. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The General Accounting Office has revrewed the poll- 
cles, procedures, and practices followed by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration 1n the development of 
incentive provisions for selected Saturn V stage contracts 
awarded by the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, 
Huntsville, Alabama. 

Our review was directed primarily toward (1) determln- 
ing whether the incentive arrangements of the contracts for 
the production of launch vehicle stages were consistent 
with the needs of the Apollo Program and (2) evaluating the 
need for the emphasis placed on schedule incentives in the 
contracts. We did not attempt to evaluate the overall ef- 
fectiveness of incentive-fee type contracts. The scope of 
our review 1s described on page 35. 

The principal NASA officials responsible for the ad- 
ministration of the activities discussed in this report are 
listed In appendix IV. 

The Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF) at NASA Head- 
quarters has primary responsibility for the management of 
all manned space flight programs approved by the NASA Ad- 
ministrator. In carrying out this responslblllty, OMSF has 
three field centers under its direction: MSFC, the Manned 
Spacecraft Center (MSC), and the John F. Kennedy Space Cen- 
ter (KSC). MSFC is responsible for the design, development, 
and test of launch vehicles and space transportation systems 
for manned space flights. MSC's primary mlsslon 1s the de- 
velopment of spacecraft for manned space flights and the 
conduct of manned space flight operations. KSC serves as 
the primary center within NASA for the checkout and launch 
of space vehicles. 

The ultimate objective of the Apollo Program--the 
third of NASA's manned space flight programs--was the land- 
ing of men on the moon for limited observation and explora- 
tlon and returning them safely to earth. For this mission 
and subsequent lunar missions, MSFC developed the Saturn V 
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launch vehicle which consists of four major components: 
the S-IC first stage or booster, the S-II second stage, the 
S-IVB third stage-- also used as the second stage of the 
Saturn IB launch vehicle--and the instrument unit (IU). A 
picture of the Saturn V launch vehicle appears on the next 
page. A total of 15 Saturn V flights are planned for the 
Apollo Program and the vehicles for these flights are num- 
bered consecutively from 501 to 515. The stages corres- 
ponding to these vehicles are also numbered consecutively, 
beglnnlng with S-IC-1, S-II-l, and S-IVB-501. Thus the 
Saturn 501 vehicle includes the S-IC-1, the S-II-l, and the 
S-IVB-501 stages and an IU. 

The successful lunar landing mission in July 1969 was 
launched by Saturn V-506. NASA plans to utilize the re- 
maining launch vehicles for additional lunar exploration 
missions. As of September 1969 nine Saturn V vehicles had 
been delivered, two additional vehicles were being tested 
prior to acceptance by NASA, and the stages for the remain- 
ing four vehicles were being assembled. The stages for the 
last vehicle, Saturn V-515, were scheduled to be delivered 
in December 1970 

The first two S-IC flight stages were fabricated in- 
house by MSFC; the remaining 13 S-IC flight stages were 
contracted for in groups of eight and five, The S-IVB 
flight stages for the Saturn V vehicle were contracted for 
in groups of six and nine, and the 15 S-II flight stages 
were procured in groups of 10 and five. In each case the 
initial contract for the first group of stages was awarded 
on a cost-plus-fixed-fee (CPFF) basis. Under a CPFF con- 
tract the Government reimburses the contractor for actual 
costs incurred and, in addition, pays the contractor a pre- 
determined fixed fee. 

Although no precise date can be fixed as the time when 
NASA decided to utilize incentive-fee type contracts, it 
was NASA's policy as early as September 1962 to include in- 
centive provisions in its contracts. In a letter to the 
directors of NASA field centers, dated February 25, 1963, 
the NASA Associate Administrator encouraged the field cen- 
ters to use incentive provisions in their contracts as a 
means of reducing costs, maintaining schedules, and obtain- 
ing superior hardware. 
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UMENT 
UNIT 

l/II I THIRD STAGE 
(S-IVB) 

I I SECOND STAGE 
Wll 

FIRST STAGE 

(S-ICI 

FIRST STAGE (S-K) 

-33 FEET 
HEIGHT 138 FEET 
WEIGHT 5,022,674 LBS. FUELED 

288,750 LBS. DRY 
ENGINES FIVE F-l 
PROPELLANTS - LIQUID OXYGEN (3,307,855 LBS ., 

346,372 GALS .) RP-I (KEROSENE) 
- (1,426,069 LBS I 212,846 GALS.) 

THRUST 7,653.854 LBS AT LIFTOFF 

SECOND STAGE (S-II) 

HEIGHT 81 .5 FEET 
WEIGHT 1,059,171 LBS. FUELED 

79,918 LBS. DRt 
ENGINES FIVE J-2 
PROPELLANTS-v.mLlQUlD OXYGEN (821,022 LBS , 

85,973 GALS ) LIQUID HYDROGEN 
(158,221 LBS ., 282,555 GALS ) 

THRUST 1,120,216 TO 1,157,707 LBS. 
I NTERSTAGE -s-1,353 (SMALL) 

HEIGHT 58.3 FEET 
WEIGHT 260,523 LBS FUELED 

25,000 LBS . DRY 
ENGINES ONE J-2 
PROPELLANTS -LIQUID OXYGEN (192,023 LBS., 

20,107 GALS .) LIQUID HYDROGEb’ 
(43,500 LBS ., 77,680 GALS .) 

THRUST 178,161 TO 203,779 LBS 
INTERSTAGE -8,081 LBS . 

INSTRUMENT UNIT 
d 

DIAMETER- 21.7 FEET 
HEIGHT 3 FEET 

WEIGHT 4,306 LBS . 



This report deals wrth the conversion of the CPFF con- 
tracts for the first group of S-E and S-IVB stages to 
cost-plus-incentive-fee (CPIF) contracts and with the in- 
centive provisions incorporated into these contracts by 
NASA. Although MSFC planned to convert the S-II stage con- 
tract to a CPIF contract, because of a number of problems, 
the initial and the follow-on S-II stage contracts have re- 
mained on a CPFF basis. The second group of S-1C and S-IVB 
stages were procured by MSFC on a CPIF basis, and the con- 
tract for the 15 IUs was awarded in March 1965 on a CPIF 
basis. 

A CPIF contract is a cost-reimbursement-type contract 
that specifies a target fee and typically provides for in- 
creasing or decreasing this fee, depending upon the degree 
to which the contractor meets or exceeds a combination of 
predetermined cost, schedule, and performance targets. 
CPIF contracts typically contain the following types of in- 
centive provisions. 

Cost incentives--The contract establishes a target 
cost and provides that the target fee will be increased by 
a specified percentage of any cost underruns and decreased 
by a specified percentage of any cost overruns experienced 
by the contractor. 

Schedule incentives --Schedule -.. incentives can be In the 
form of bonuses, penalties, or a combination of both. The 
contract specifies a target delivery date and generally 
provides for an increase in fee if the end Item is deliv- 
ered on or ahead of schedule and/or provides for a decrease 
In fee rf the end item is delivered late. Bonuses and pen- 
alties can also be applied to interim milestones in addi- 
tion to end-item deliveries. 

Performance incentives --Performance incentives are in- 
tended to motivate the contractor to strive for outstanding 
technlcal achievement. "Performance" can refer to the per- 
formance characteristics of the item berng procured or the 
technical performance of the contractor. The contract es- 
tablishes performance targets and provides for the payment 
of additional or less fee, depending upon whether the con- 
tractor exceeds or fails to meet the performance targets. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CONVERSION OF S-IC AND S-IVB CONTRACTS 

PAYMENT OF SCHEDULE INCENTIVES NOT 
NEEDED TO ACHIEVE JNTENDED OBJECTIVES 

Our review showed that NASA included schedule incen- 
tlves amountlng to about $26.2 mlllion in the S-IC and 
S-IVB stage contracts in order to accelerate delivery of 
these stages although, in our view, (1) the delivery of 
certain stages ahead of schedule did not appear to be com- 
patible with an earlier declslon to delay delivery of the 
stages, (2) early delivery of the stages, had it been de- 
slrablep could have been obtained without the additional 
payments to the contractors, and (3) the additional time 
for testing and solving prelaunch checkout problems, which 
NASA was attemptlng to obtain through the use of schedule 
incentives, was already available to it. 

In late 1964 and early 1965, when NASA was planning to 
convert the S-IC and S-IVB CPFF contracts to incentive-fee 
contracts, wrth emphasis on schedule Incentives, It was 
also implementing a plan to stretch out the Saturn V dellv- 
ery schedule. The dellvery schedule stretch-out was In- 
tended to provide more time to make modifications to unde- 
livered stages during the early phases of the program as a 
result of the experience gained from the ground test pro- 
gram and the znit:lal launches of the Saturn V vehicles. 
The schedule lncentzves included in the S-IC and S-IVB 
stage contracts subsequent to the schedule stretch-out were 
intended to provide additional time as a hedge against un- 
foreseen test and checkout problems by motivating the con- 
tractors to deliver the stages In advance of the scheduled 
dates. The schedule stretch-out and later acceleration 
therefore appear to be contradictory. 

NASA records indicate that, at the time the contract 
conversions were being negotiated with the contractors in 
late 1965, NASA adhered to its decision to emphasize sched- 
ule incentives although the then available information 
showed that the behind-schedule status of the S-II stage 
and the use of air transportation to deliver the S-IVB 
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stages would probably provide the additional trme to solve 
unforeseen test and checkout problems. As a result of this 
decision, NASA paid substantial schedule incentives to the 
S-IC and S-IVB stage contractors, and we believe that these 
payments could have been avoided without adversely affect- 
rng the Apollo Program. 

Agency regulations and guidance relating 
to Incentive oblectlves - 

In March 1964 OMSF issued instructions requiring, in 
party that its three field centers present proposed incen- 
tive arrangements for selected procurements to OMSF for ap- 
proval prior to negotiating incentive provisions for rnclu- 
sion in the contracts. The purpose of the prenegotlatlon 
review and approval by OMSF was to provide contract negotl- 
ators with well-defined guidelines that would ensure ade- 
quate recognition of important program considerations bear- 
ing upon or affected by the procurement. 

In December 1964 the Associate Administrator, OMSF, 
(1) requested that MSC and MSFC make certain that they had 
identified all contracts that should include incentive pro- 
visions and (2) established the goal of incorporating in- 
centrve provisions in these contracts by the end of calen- 
dar year 1965. Also, MSC and MSFC were requested to estab- 
lish timetables to accomplrsh this goal and to advise OMSF 
of their plans. In accordance with this request, MSC and 
MSFC developed plans which ultimately encompassed the con- 
version of all the major Apollo CPFF hardware contracts to 
incentive-fee contracts. 

With respect to the use of incentive-fee contracts, 
the NASA Procurement Regulation cautions that, without 
proper balancing of lncentrve objectives, the Government 
may receive, at unwarranted expense, a product of greater 
quality than desired or delivery of the product before it 
is needed. The regulation states further that particular 
care and judgment is required in framing the specific in- 
centive terms of a given procurement. The XASA Incentive 
Contracting Guide, which was issued to provide authorrta- 
tive guidance and sound precepts to NASA personnel con- 
cerned with incentive contracts, recognizes that, in many 
cases, early delivery of hardware may be of no use to NASA 
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and recommends the elimination of rewards far early dellv- 
ery when dellvery In advance of the target date 1s of no 
value. 

In our oplnlon both the procurement regulation and the 
lncentrve contracting guide contemplate, as a prerequlslte 
to the effective application of incentive provlslons, a 
comparison of the benefits to be dernved from the use of 
ancentrves with the costs to be incurred. 

Declslon to emphasize schedule lncentlves colnclded 
with stretch-out in Apollo delivery schedule 

On December 4, 1964, OMSF provided MSFC and MSC with 
guldellnes to be used in developing incentive arrangements 
for the Apollo CPFF hardware contracts that were to be con- 
verted to lncentlve-fee contracts during the ensuing year. 
These guidelines provided for the use of multiple Incentive 
arrangements with greater emphasis on cost and schedule In- 
centives than on performance. 

At about the same time, plans for a stretch-out in the 
Apollo delivery and launch schedule were in the final 
stages of formulation, and on January 2, 1965, the Apollo 
Program Director provided the three field centers with a 
proposed dellvery and launch schedule revision for their 
comments and recommendations. On January 15, 1965, MSFC 
advised the Apollo Program Director of its general agree- 
ment wrth the proposed schedule changes, and on Febru- 
ary 16, 1965, he lurnrshed the field centers with a new 
Apollo Program delivery and launch schedule, designated as 
the MA-2 schedule. 

The MA-2 schedule was the result of an overall assess- 
ment of the status of the Apollo Program, made in August 
and September 1964. The assessment, which NASA called the 
most comprehensive review of the Apollo Program ever con- 
ducted, was undertaken at the direction of the NASA Assocl- 
ate Administrator and included assessments by the program 
managers at the three field centers, by the major hardware 
contractors, and by the senior Apollo Program Office offl- 
cials. The results of this assessment were presented to 
OMSF top management In September 1964 and to the NASA Asso- 
ciate Administrator In October 1964. The chart presented 



on the next page compares the preexrstlng MA-1 schedu.f-e' 
with NASA's September 1964 delrvery schedule assessment and 
with the MA-2 schedule which resulted from the program as- 
sessment. 

Under the MA-Z schedule, the dellvery dates for the 
stages for the frrst two Saturn V vehicles remalned the 
same as those under the MA-1 schedule. The launch date for 
the first vehicle also remarried the same, but the launch 
date for the second vehicle was extended 1 month. The de- 
livery date for the third Saturn V vehicle (503) was ex- 
tended 2 months and for each succeeding vehicle the deliv- 
ery date was extended for increasingly longer periods up to 
a maximum of 7 months for the dellvery of the eighth and 
all subsequent Saturn V vehicles. As had been the case un- 
der the prior MA-1 schedule, the three stages for each 
Saturn V vehicle were required to be dellvered to KSC at 
about the same time. 

During our dlscusslons with Apollo Program offlclals, 
they indicated to us that one of the major objectives of 
the MA-2 schedule was to lengthen the intervals between de- 
liveries of the stages and between launches of the vehicles 
to provide additional time to make modifications to the ve- 
hicles as a result of the experience gained or problems en- 
countered rn the ground test program or from the lnltlal 
Saturn V flights. In his comments on the MA-2 schedule, 
the Director, MSFC, indicated that another benefit of the 
stretch-o*Jt was that It would enable MSFC to defer Incur- 
ring costs on stages to be delivered later in the program, 
and thus would reduce the funding requirements of the 
Apollo Program during its peak years. 

During February to April 1965, MSFC took action to in- 
corporate the MA-2 delivery schedule into the various hard- 
ware contracts. At about the same time, OMSF developed re- 
fined incentive gurdelines. By letter dated April 8, 1965, 
and at a conference on incentive contracts held at MSFC on 
April 9, 1965, OMSF officials furnished guidelines to MSFC 
which provided that, when rncentlve arrangements for the 
Apollo contracts were being developed, emphasis should be 
placed on schedule, cost, and performance, In that order. 
OXSF also advised MSFC that prenegotlatlon conferences with 
OMSF would be required for each of the major system 
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contracts to be converted to an incentive-fee type CU~Y~T~PC~ 
before negotiations with the contractors were undertaken. 

In April and May 1965, subsequent to the issuance of 
the refined incentive guidelines provldlng for emphasis on 
schedule Incentives, MSFC approved the amendments to the 
three stage contracts that incorporated the stretched-out 
delivery dates of the MA-Z schedule. 

Our review of the S-IC and S-IVB contract files showed 
that, prior to negotiating the MA-2 schedule changes with 
the contractors, MSFC had estimated that the cost of delay- 
ing delivery of these two stages would be about $22 million. 
The total of the contractors' estimates of the cost of de- 
laying dellvery of the stages was about $33 million. How- 
ever, the amendments to the S-IC and S-IVB stage contracts 
incorporating the MA-2 schedule revlsron were negotiated as 
part of lump-sum settlements of a number of outstanding 
contract change orders to each contract. Therefore, we 
could not determsne the exact increase in the target cost 
of each contract attributable to the MA-2 schedule revision. 
However, on the basis of the cost estimates of MSFC and the 
contractors prior to negotiation of the contract amendments 
and on the basrs of the negotiated amount of the lump-sum 
settlements, It appears to us that the increases in the 
target costs for extending the S-IC and S-1VB delrvery 
schedules were agreed to at an amount between $22 million 
and $33 mllllon. 

On Aprrl 20, 1965, at a meeting of top-management of- 
ficials from NASA Headquarters and the field centers, the 
forthcoming contract conversion of the CPFF contracts to 
incentive-fee contracts and the guidelines to be followed 
were discussed further and the Associate Admlnlstrator, 

I OMSF, reiterated that emphasrs should be placed on sched- 
ule, cost, and performance lncentlves, In that order. 

The MSFC records we reviewed indicated that a number 
of MSFC officials had reservations with respect to placing 
emphasis on schedule lncentrves and also that MSFC had dlf- 
faculty in formulating incentive arrangements which were 
responsive to the needs of the Apollo Program and, at the 
same time, 
However, 

were wlthln the guidelines established by OMSF. 
we found no evidence to indicate that the 



difficulty experienced had been communicated to OMSF, and, 
in September and October 1965, MSFC presented Its proposed 
Incentive arrangements for the S-IVB and S-IC contracts to 
QMSF for approval. 

These proposals were prepared In accordance with the 
OMSF guldellnes In that schedule incentives were emphasized 
over cost and performance Incentives. MSFC's records show 
however that the proposed schedule lncentlves were designed 
to ensure that reliable flight stages would be dellvered in 
accordance with the MA-2 schedule and did not provide in- 
centives for delivery of the stages ahead of the schedule 
dates. Instead, MSFC's proposed schedule lncentlves for 
the S-IC contract provided for (1) the payment to the con- 
tractor of a target fee rf the stages were delivered no 
more than 5 days late, (2) payment of the maximum schedule 
lncentrve fee if the stages were delivered on schedule, and 
(3) the assessment of penalties against the contractor if 
the stages were delivered more than 5 days late. 

The schedule lncentrves proposed by MSFC for the S-IVB 
contract provided for (1) the payment to the contractor of 
a target fee if the stages were delivered no more than 
1 day late, (2) payment of the maximum schedule incentive 
fee if the stages were delivered on schedule, and (3) the 
assessment of penalties against the contractor if the S-IVB 
stages were delivered more than 1 day late. The MSFC pro- 
posals provided for schedule incentive fees of $9.3 mlllion 
and $3.6 mllllon to be incorporated into the S-IC and S-IVB 
stage contracts, respectively. 

At the prenegotiatlon conferences the Associate Admln- 
istrator, CMSF, dlrected MSFC to modify its proposed lncen- 
tlve arrangements for both the S-IC and S-WE! stages In or- 
der to motivate the contractors to deliver the stages ear- 
lier than scheduled. 

In this regard the Associate Administrator, OXSF, dl- 
rected that the S-IC stages should be delivered 6 weeks 
early, and this provision was incorporated by MSFC into Its 
proposal. The documents we revlewed did not show whether 
the Associate Admlnlstrator, OMSF, had speclfled the number 
of days that the S-IVB stages should be delivered ahead of 
the MA-2 schedule. However, MSFC's revised Incentive 
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proposal, which MSFC officials advised us had been prepared 
in accordance with the Associate Administrator's direction 
and had been approved by OMSF, Included incentives for de- 
livery of the S-IVB stages 4 weeks ahead of schedule. 

The negotiations with the contractors for the conver- 
sion of the S-IC and S-IVB stage CPFF contracts to CPIF 
contracts were conducted during the period September 1965 
to January 1966. In general terms the multiple incentive 
arrangements agreed to by NASA and the contractors estab- 
lished schedule, cost, and performance targets and provided 
for the upward or downward adjustment of the contract fee 
if the contractor exceeded or failed to meet these prede- 
termined schedule, cost, or performance targets. 

The schedule incentive provisions agreed to for the 
S-IC stages (S-IC-3 throu h S-IC-10) provided for a total 
increase of $20.8 million H in the contract fee for dellver- 
ing the stages 6 weeks in advance of the MA-2 schedule de- 
livery dates. No additional fee would be paid If the 
stages were delivered on schedule, and penalties would be 
assessed if the stages were delivered late. The amount of 
the schedule incentives, when added to the S-IC contract 
target fee of about $25 million, equaled the maximum fee of 
about $46 mlllron provided for in the contract. Thus, as a 
result of the emphasis placed on the schedule incentives, 
the contractor could receive the maximum fee provided for 
in the contract without either underrunning the target 
costs or exceeding the performance goals. The contract 
amendment converting the S-IC contract to a CPIF contract 
was signed by MSFC and the contractor in December 1965 and 
approved by NASA Headquarters in March 1966. 

-- 

1 A total of $3.9 million in schedule incentives for the 
S-IC and S-IVB stages was applicable to the early accom- 
plishment of schedule milestones other than final delivery. 
However, in our opinion, the early accomplishment of these 
milestones was intended to aid in the accomplishment of 
the main objective of delivering the S-IC and S-IVB stages 
early. Hence, in our view, the entire $26.2 million in 
schedule incentives was directly related to delivery of 
the stages in advance of the MA-2 schedule dates. 
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The schedule incentive provisions agreed to for the 
Saturn V, S-IVB stages 501 through 506 provrded for an in- 
crease of about $5.4 million1 In the contract fee for the 
delivery of these stages generally 30 days ahead of the 
MA-2 schedule delivery dates. No additional fee would be 
pald if the stages were delivered on schedule and penalties 
would be assessed rf the stages were delivered late. In 
order to have earned the maximum fee under the contract, 
however, the contractor would have had to underrun the tar- 
get costs and exceed the performance targets as well. The 
negotiatron of the contract amendment converting the S-IVB 
contract to a CPIF contract was completed in January 1966. 
The contract amendment was signed by the contractor and 
MSFC In April and May 1966, respectively, and was approved 
by NASA Headquarters in June 1966. 

We believe that delivery of the S-IC and S-IVB stages 
in advance of the dates provided for by the MA-2 schedule 
could have been obtained without providing for the payment 
of substantial schedule incentrves. As shown on page 11, 
the MA-2 schedule established delivery dates for Saturn V 
vehicles 505 through 510 that were 1 to 4 months later than 
NASA's September 1964 assessment of when these vehicles 
could be delivered. Nevertheless, after implementing the 
MA-2 schedule revision in April and May 1965, NASA decided 
in September and October 1965 that it was appropriate to 
pay substantial bonuses-- $15.3 million of the $26.2 mlllion 
in schedule incentives --to obtain early delivery of S-IC 
stages 5 through 10 and S-IVB stages 505 and 506, and in so 
dorng, reverted to delivery dates that the September pro- 
gram assessment indicated could be met. 

It appears to us that, had NASA merely reduced the ex- 
tent of the MA-2 schedule stretch-out in February 1965, it 
could have obtained delivery of the stages on the dates de- 
sired without added cost to the Government. Moreover, al- 
though we believe that early delivery could have been 
achieved without provision for the payment of schedule In- 
centlves, we belleve also that the decision to accelerate 
the delivery of the S-IC and S-IVB stages was inconsistent 

1 See footnote 1 on page 14. 
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with the purpose of the MA-Z schedule revision, which we 
understand was to provide longer Intervals between the stage 
dellverles for later vehicles and the Initial Saturn V 
launches In order to allow sufficient time to make any nec- 
essary modlflcatlons to the vehxles. 
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Adoption of air transportation negated the 
need for S-IVB early delivery incentives 

We found that the delivery dates provided for by the 
MA-Z schedule were based on shipment of the stages to KSC 
by water transportation. In the case of the S-IVB stages, 
the contract delivery dates were set 4 weeks in advance of 
the dates KSC would need the stages, in order to provide 
sufficient time for delivery by ocean transportation. On 
September 1, 1965, just prior to the start of negotiations 
with the S-IVB contractor for the conversion of the contract 
from CPFF to CPIF, the Associate Administrator, OMSF, rec- 
ommended to the NASA Deputy Associate Administrator that 
NASA utilize an aircraft having large cargo capabilities-- 
the Super Guppy, which was then expected to become available 
for final testrng in October 1965--to transport the S-IVB 
stages to KSC. 

On December 1, 1965, NASA contracted for the use of the 
Super Guppy aircraft contingent upon the aircraft's success- 
fully completing certain tests to NASA's satisfaction. Ac- 
cording to information furnished to us by NASA, test flights, 
covering 26,600 miles, were made of the Super Guppy aircraft 
between December 1, 1965, and March 25, 1966, including a 
number of test flights with a dummy S-IVB stage. On 
March 25, 1966, the primary mode of transportation for S-IVB 
stages was changed by NASA from water to air. We were ad- 
vised by NASA that on April 6, 1966, about 2 months prior 
to approval by NASA Headquarters, in June 1966, of the con- 
tract amendment incorporating early delivery incentives Into 
the S-IVB contract, It began airlifting S-IVB flight stages 
to KSC on the Super Guppy. 

Since delivery by arr only takes about 1 day, NASA, in 
effect, accelerated the delivery of S-IVB stages to KSC by 
about 4 weeks by changing the mode of transportation from 
water to air. Since the best S-IVB schedule position NASA 
hoped to achieve through its use of schedule incentives was 
a 4-week acceleration and since the change in the mode of 
transportation in March 1966 provided this additional time, 
there is some question, in our opinion, as to the need in 
June 1966 for amending the S-IVB contract to provide for 
early delivery incentives. 



Behind-schedule status of S-II stage negated the 
need for early delivery of S-IC and S-IVB stapes 

From October 19 through November 4, 1965, during the 
period that negotiations for the conversion of the S-IC and 
S-IV8 contracts were under way, a survey team headed by the 
MSFC S-II stage manager conducted a review of the S-II stage 
contractor's operations. The survey team concluded that the 
inatial S-II stages would be delivered late and that, on a 
tight schedule, the first three S-II flight stages would be 
delivered to KSC 19, 17, and 6 weeks late, respectively, 
According to the survey team's report, no assessments were 
made for subsequent S-II stages. 

From November 22 through December 6, 1965, a second 
management review team headed by the Apollo Program Direc- 
tor conducted a review of the S-II contractor's operations. 
The members of this review team were specifically chosen 
because of their experience with the contractor and their 
intimate knowledge of the S-II program, and their findings 
were considered by NASA to be the culmination of the judg- 
ments of Government personnel directly involved with the 
program. 

The review team's report, which was furnished to the 
contractor on December 19, 1965, stated that the S-II stage 
manufacturing was at least 5 months behlnd schedule and that 
extraordinary effort would be required if the contractor, 
were to maintain this schedule, let alone improve it. 

The Apollo Program Offlce, during the period that these 
management reviews were berng conducted, considered the 
status of the S-II stage to be crltlcal, but, at the same 
time, characterized the S-IC and S-IVB stages as being in 
"good shape" and thus free of any major weaknesses. 

In view of the review team's frndings that the S-II 
stages would be late, it appeared to us that there was 
little benefit to be gained by paying schedule incentives 
to the S-IC and S-IVB contractors to achieve even earlier 
delivery than provided for by the HA-2 schedule. Accord- 
ingly, on March 13, 1968, we requested the Associate Admin- 
istrator, OM!SF, to advise us of the reasons for including 
early delivery incentives in the S-IC and S-IVB contracts. 



By letter dated May 23, 1968, the Associate-Adminis- 
trator, OMSF, advised us that early delivery of the S-IC 
and S-TVB stages was desirable, in order to provide addi- 
tional time for testing to ensure reliability and as a 
hedge against unforeseen development problems. 

Although our discussions with MSFC officials disclosed 
that there were no specific additional tests to be per- 
formed, an Apollo Program Office official with whom we drs- 
cussed this matter advised us that early delivery of the 
S-IC and S-IVB stages was desirable because certain opera- 
tions associated with assembly and checkout of the Saturn V 
vehicle at KSC prior to launch could be expected to require 
more time than originally planned because of unforeseen 
problems. In commentrng on our draft report, OMSF stated 
that the added time would be used for test time overruns, 
additional test requirements emanating from the ground and 
qualification test programs, mandatory design changes, and 
test reruns. (See pa 70.) 

Although we do not question the possibility of unfore- 
seen problems, it appears that time was provided in the 
MA-2 schedule for just such contingencies. The Apollo Pro- 
gram Director, in transmitting the MA-2 schedule to the 
field centers for comment in January 1965, stated that the 
preflight checkout flow time provided by the MA-2 schedule 
contained a reasonable allo-dance for contingencies. (Also 
see pp. 26 and 27 on this matter.) Moreover, as discussed 
earlier in this report, one of the objectives of stretching 
out the delivery schedule in February 1965 was to provide 
additional time in which to solve problems arising from ei- 
ther the ground test program or the initial SaturnVflights. 

In addition, on the basis of the review team's assess- 
ment of the schedule status of the S-II stage in December 
1965, it appears to us that additional time for testing 
the S-X and S-IVB stages was available because the S-II 
stage, which was characterized by NASA as being technically 
the most sophisticated but the least mature of the Saturn 
V's major components in late 1965, was then substantially 
behind schedule. In this connection, the Apollo Program 
Director, prior to conducting the review of the S-II stage 
contractorqs operations, stated that the development and 
testing of the S-II stage would determine when the first 



Saturn V could be launched and when confidence in the Sat- 
urn V vehicle would be attained. 

SUBSEQUENT DELETION OF SCHEDULE INCENTIVES 

The S-IC stage contractor earned about $7.4 million in 
incentive fees by delivering the stages in advance of the 
MA-2 schedule delivery dates. (See app. I., > However, as a 
result of various problems in the Apollo Program which 
caused launch delays, each of the stages for which NASA paid 
early delivery incentives had to be placed in storage prior 
to being shipped to KSC. On June 20, 1967, the Associate 
Administrator, OMSF, directed MSFC to negotiate a revised 
incentive arrangement for those S-XC stages that had not yet 
been completed, and on September 1, 1967, MSFC directed the 
contractor to continue to store S-IC stages 4 through 6 and 
to place all subsequent stages in storage upon completion 
of manufacturing but prior to being test fired. 

Qn November 13, 1967, MSFC and the S-XC stage contrac- 
tor entered into an agreement wherein the contractor agreed 
to accept a delivery schedule change provided that an equi- 
table contract price adjustment, including adjustment of 
the incentive-fee provisions, could be negotiated which 
would not leave the contractor in a less favorable position. 
The available information indicates that, at the time this 
agreement was made, the S-IC stage contractor was in a posl- 
tion to earn sufficient schedule incentives to ensure the 
receipt of the maximum contract fee. 

The contract amendment negotiated by MSFC pursuant to 
the November 13, 1967, agreement deleted all early delivery 
incentives that were still unearned and increased the fee 
that the S-IC stage contractor could earn by underrunnrng 
costs. Also, the contract target cost and the target fee 
were increased $22 million and $1.5 million, respectively, 
as a result of the schedule change. 

The incentive provisions of the S-IVB stage contract 
were revised as a result of an accident which destroyed the 
S-IVB-503 stage on January 20, 1967. The contract amendment s 
negotiated by MSFC (1) deleted from the contract the sched- 
ule incentives applicable to the destroyed stage, (2) re- 
vised the delivery dates for S-IVB stages 504, 505,and 506 
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and redesignated them as 503N, 504N, and 505N, respectively, 
and (3) provided for a replacement S-IVB stage for Saturn 
V-506. The revised delivery dates required the storage of 
S-IVB -504N and -505N for about 5 to 6 months prior to de- 
livery. 

As shown in appendix I, the S-IVB stage contractor 
earned a total of about $4.1 million In schedule incentives. 
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CHAPTER3 

AGENCY AND CONTRACTOR COMMENTS AND 

OUR EVALUATION 

By letter dated April 10, 1969, NASACs Associate Ad- 
ministrator for Organization and Management (O&M) furnished 
us with the agency's comments on our draft report. NASA 
did not agree with our findings and conclusions, and the 
full text of its comments, including those prepared by 
OMSF, are included in this report as appendix II. 

The Associate Administrator for O&M stated that the 
incentive provisions of the Saturn V contracts recognized 
the performance status of those contracts at the time of 
contract conversion. He stated also that the incentive 
provisions reflected a total management judgment involving 
the adjustment of open changes, the status of the Apollo 
Program at that time, anticipated progress, past experience, 
available resources, and the objective of program comple- 
tion by the end of the decade. He stated further that: 
"The conclusion is inescapable that the management decisions 
that were made, Including the incentive structures for cer- 
tain Saturn V contracts, did lower on-going costs and will 
contrlbute to total program accomplishment for the least 
cost ." 

As discussed earlier in this report, the incentive-fee 
arrangements for the S-IVB and S-IC contracts were developed 
in accordance with the decision made m late 1964 and early 
1965 to place the major incentive emphasis on schedule 
rather than cost and performance. In our opinion, as dis- 
cussed on pages 17 through 20, the emphasis on schedule 
Incentives did not reflect the status of the program at the 
time of negotiations, because it ignored not only the im- 
balance that existed between the progress of the S-II stage 
contractor and the progress of the S-IC and S-IVB contrac- 
tors but also the planned use of the Super Guppy aircraft 
for transporting the S-IVB stages to KSC. Further, the de- 
cision to use incentives to motivate the contractor toward 
early delivery of the S-IC and S-IVB stages was inconsistent 
with the stated technical rationale behind the MA-2 schedule 



stretch-out, that is, the need to allow more time between 
stage deliveries and between launches to enable modifica- 
tion of the stages as a result of experience gained from 
the ground test program and early flights, 

With respect to lower program costs, we do not ques- 
tion that the use of incentive-fee contracts, particularly 
the use of cost incentives, can result in lower program 
costs a However9 as shown in appendix I, the S-IC and S-IVB 
contractors earned about $11.5 million in schedule incen- 
tives. We believe that, to the extent that it was not nec- 
essary to pay incentives to achieve early delivery, total 
program costs will be higher than necessary. 

The Associate Administrator for O&M stated also that 
the $22 million to $33 million range, cited by us in this 
report as the estimated cost of the MA-2 schedule adjust- 
ment,reflected inadequate consideration of many factors 
dealt with in NASA's and OMSF's comments. The essence of 
OMSF's comments and our evaluation thereof are discussed in 
the following sections of this report. However, as dis- 
cussed earlier, the $22 million to $33 million range cited 
in this report represents the prenegotiation estimates of 
NASA and the contractors, respectively, of the cost of im- 
plementing the MA-2 delivery schedule. 

MA-2 SCHEDULE RATIOP@I.zE 

OMSF stated that the data developed during the 1964 
program assessment unequivocally showed that the program 
was 3 to 5 months behind schedule and, on the basis of past 
performance, action had to be taken to form a new realistic 
schedule base to keep the program from deteriorating 
further. 

OMSF stated also that between September 1964 and Feb- 
ruary 1965 it made a thorough analysis of the material 
gathered during the program assessment, to which was added 
the expert judgment of the Apollo Program Director and his 
staff. OMSF stated further that this judgment, which had 
considered the scope of the problem ahead, the acceleration 
of the first manned launch from Saturn V -507 to -503, and 
the design, development, and manufacturing capability of 
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the contractors, had considerably influenced the final out- 
come of the MA-Z schedule. 

During our discussions with Apollo Program officials 
subsequent to receiving OMSF's comments, they indicated to 
us that, although there was no documentation of these con- 
siderations and of how they had influenced the decision to 
adopt the MA-2 schedule, the interval between the deliv- 
eries and between the launches of the early Saturn V vehi- 
cles in the program were lengthened as a result of the 
judgment of the program office, They indicated also that 
the additional time gained was intended to provide time to 
make modifications to undelivered vehicles by incorporating 
changes resulting from either the ground test program or 
the initial Saturn V flights. 

The rationale of the Apollo Program Office for the de- 
cision to implement the MA-2 schedule seems reasonable to 
us and appears to be supported by the incentive arrange- 
ments initially proposed by MSFC, which were directed to 
ensuring that delivery of the stages be made on time rather 
than early. The fact that the incentive arrangements pro- 
posed by the officials responsible for development, produc- 
tion, and testing of the stages did not provide for early 
delivery seems to indicate that delivery ahead of schedule 
was not mandatory and, perhaps, not particularly desirable. 

OMSF advised us that, concurrent with adopting the 
MA-2 schedule, it made the decision to incorporate incen- 
tives into the Apollo prime contracts as a positive way of 
motivating the contractors to hold or to better this sched- 
ule. 

We believe that the use of substantial schedule incen- 
tives to motivate the contractors to maintain the MA-2 
schedule is questlonable since NASA's assessment indicated 
that, for the most part, the stages could have been deliv- 
ered well in advance of the MA-2 schedule delivery dates. 
In addition, OMSF's position that the decision to incorpo- 
rate incentive provisions into the contracts also contem- 
plated an acceleration of launch vehicle deliveries does 
not, in our view, appear supportable. First, as indicated 
by the incentive arrangements proposed by MSFC, the decision 
to incorporate incentive provisions into the contracts was 
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not interpreted by MSFC to include early delivery. Second, 
accelerating the delivery schedule would allow less time to 
make modifications to stages not yet delivered and would 
thus be in conflict with one of the major objectives of the 
MA-2 schedule stretch-out. 

When we discussed this apparent conflict with Apollo 
Program Office officials, they indicated that the schedule 
incentives in the S-IC and S-IVB contracts were primarily 
intended to ensure that the stages would be delivered in 
accordance with the MA-2 schedule; however, they indicated 
also that early delivery was desirable if it could be 
achieved. 

, 

It seems to us that the incentive provisions of the 
S-IC and S-IVB stage contracts that provided for the pay- 
ment of about $26.2 million in early delivery incentives 
would certainly tend to ensure early delivery since deliv- 
ery on schedule would result in no additional fee to the 
contractors. Thus, we were unable to resolve the apparent 
conflict in the objectives of the schedule stretch-out and 
the use of early delivery incentives. 

OMSF stated that, until a major accident had occurred 
in January 1967, it had been capitalizing on the earlier 
hardware deliveries that were the result of the schedule 
incentives by planning to launch the vehicles up to 
2 months earlier than provided for in the MA-2 schedule. 
NASA referred us to extracts from Apollo Program Directives 
issued in September and November 1966 as evidence of the 
plan to launch early. 

We do not dispute the fact that, by the latter part of 
1966, NASA planned to take advantage of the then anticipated 
earlier hardware deliveries by launching early. Neither do 
we dispute the fact that launching early would have been de- 
sirable. Launching earlier than provided for in the MA-2 
schedule, however, was not indicated as an objective of the 
decision to obtain early delivery of the stages. (See pp. 
18 and 19.) In any event we do not believe that OMSF's 
comment about early launches 1s germane to the issue. 
NASA, in our opinion, could have obtained the S-IC and 
S-IVB stages on the dates desired without added cost to the 
Government had it either retained the MA-l delivery schedule 
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intact or reduced the extent of the MA-2 schedule stretch- 
out in February 1965. Such courses of action in our opin- 
ion not only could have resulted in the stagea' being de- 
livered on the dates desired but also presumably could have 
permitted early launches if desired. 

OMSF indicated that the incentive arrangements in the 
S-IC and S-IVB stage contracts had resulted dn lower pro- 
gram costs. (See pp. 80 and 81.) However, &SF did not 
provide us with any documentation showing that the lower 
program costs were attributable to the schedule or other 
incentive provisions of the contracts. Fur&z, in July 
1966, after the S-IC and S-IVB contracts had been converted 
from CPFF to CPIF, NASA apparently decided that schedule 
Incentives were not as effective as cost incentives in Fe- 
ducing program costs. In July 1966 the AssociQte Adminis- 
trator, OMSF, directed MSFC to emphasize cost %ncentives in 
the procurement of the second group of S-SC and S-IVB stages 
in an effort to reduce the cost of the Apollo Program. 
Moreover, the schedule incentives approved by the Associate 
Administrator, OMSF, for the second group of S-IC and S-IVB ' 
stages provided only for the assessment of a p@nalty against 
the contractor if the stages were delivered late. It ap- 
pears that the Associate Administrator, OMSF, would_have 
continued to emphasize schedule incentives in the follow-on 
procurements had the lower program costs mentioned by OMSP 
been primarily attributed to schedule incentives. 

KSC PRELAUNCH CHECKOUT 

OMSF stated (see p,, 65) that the concluG.on in our re- 
port that the MA-2 schedule had a built-in hedge against 
unforeseen problems was not compatible with the facts, 
OMSF stated also that during 1964 KSC had proposed a check- 
out plan providing for a gradual reduction in preflight 
checkout time from 5-l/2 months for the 561 vehicle to 
3 months for the 505 and subsequent vehicles, OMSF stated 
further that, although this plan had been used in develop- 
ing the MA-2 schedule, it had been viewed as being somewhat 
optimistic and that an additional 1 to l-1/2 months was 
added to the KSC proposed checkout plan for vehicles 503 to 
507 to provide for unforeseen problems. In addition, OMSF 
stated that the additional preflight checkout time for the 
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501 and 502 vehicles had been added by extending the launch 
intervals between vehicles 501, 502, and 503. 

In our opinion the above explanation shows that time 
to solve unforeseen problems was built into the MA-2 sched- 
ule and thus confirms our conclusion. 

ADDITIONAL TIME FOR TESTING 

OMSF stated that the added time gained from the sched- 
ule incentives had been utilized for correcting a number of 
unforeseen problems. (See pp. 72 and 73.) We do not ques- 
tion the need for having undertaken the work cited by'OMSF, 
nor do we question the desirability of having additional 
time available for added testing if required. However, it 
is our view, as stated in other sections of this report, 
that the added time at KSC could have been obtained without 
paying schedule incentives for early delivery. 

Further,"as noted on page 20, each of the S-IC stages 
for which NASA paid early dellvery incentive fees was placed 
in storage prior to being shipped to KSC. For example, 
stages S-X-3 and S-IC-4, for which the contractor earned 
about $6.4 million in schedule incentives, were placed in 
storage and not shipped to RSC until about 9 and 13 months, 
respectively, after having been accepted by MSFC. Also as 
noted earlier (see p. 21), under the revised incentive ar- 
rangement negotiated by MSFC, the S-IVB-504N and 505N 
stages were to be stored for 5 to 6 months prior to delivery 
even though the contractor earned about $2 million in 
schedule incentives for these stages. 
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DELIVERY SCHEDULE IMBALANCE 

With respect to our opinion (see p. 19) that, at the 
time of the negotiations for the conversion of the S-IC and 
S-IVB contracts, the behind-schedule status of the S-II 
stage had provided NASA with additional time to test both 
the S-IC and S-IVB stages, OMSF stated (see p. 74) that, 
from late 1965 through the spring of 1966, the behind- 
schedule condition of the S-II stage was steadily improving. 
OMSF stated also that by mid-February 1966, MSFC was of the 
opinion that the actions that had been taken by the contrac- 
tor and by MSFC since December 1965 had reduced the behind- 
schedule condition of the S-II-l stage from 22 weeks to 
2 weeks, The essence of OMSFss position seems to be that, 
although there may have been some imbalance in the antici- 
pated delivery of the three stages in late 1965 and early 
1966, this imbalance was soon dissipated; therefore, the 
need for early delivery of the S-IC and S-IVB stages was not 
really affected by the S-II status. 

The projected improvement in schedule condition re- 
ferred to by OMSF was the S-II stage contractor's assess- 
ment, which was based on a planned reduction of 20 weeks in 
the time primarilyallottedfor the testing and checkout of 
the S-II stage, Further, the contractor's plan was de- 
scribed by MSFC as being "highly optimistic." (See p. 76.) 
It should be noted that the first four S-II stages were de- 
livered from 6 to 8 months late. 

More important, we find it difficult to understand 
NASA's subscribing to a plan that would substantially reduce 
the tame available for testing the S-II stage, which at the 
time was considered to be the least mature of the three 
stages and a critical problem, and would, at the same time, 
increase at considerable cost to the Government the time 
available to test the S-IC and S-IVB stages, which were then 
reported to be in good shape and free of any major weak- 
nesses. 

However, we believe that the question of whether the 
S-II stage project was behind or on schedule during 1966 
tends to cloud the underlying issue, that is, adherence by 
NASA management in late 1965 to an earlier decision to 
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emphasize schedule incentives for the S-IC and S-IVB stages 
even though the information at the time of the contract 
conversion negotiations showed that a great disparity ex- 
isted in the progress of the three Saturn V stage projects 
and that the disparity did not appear to be a srtuation 
that could be easily remedied, 

S-IVB TRANSPORTATION 

OMSF stated that it was unreasonable to conclude that 
in March 1966 a decision could have been made to restructure 
the S-IVB stage delivery requirements to take advantage of 
the time to be gained by using the Super Guppy aircraft to 
transport the S-IVB stages to KSC. OMSF cited two problems 
experienced by the aircraft prior to its certification and 
stated that, because of these problems and the absence of 
operational experience, OMSF would have been very short- 
sighted and derelict to make a major adjustment in the 
S-IVB schedule to compensate for the potential time to be 
gained. OMSF stated also that NASA elected not to adjust 
the S-IVB delivery schedule until confidence in the air- 
craft could be established and thereby to retain the capa- 
bility to revert to water transportation without impacting 
the S-IVB deliveries to KSC. 

As discussed on page 17 , prior to the start of nego- 
tiations with the S-IVB stage contractor for the conversion 
of the contract, the Associate Administrator, OMSF, recom- 
mended that the Super Guppy be used to transport the S-IVB 
stages to KSC. While the negotiations were in process, NASA 
contracted for the exclusive use of the Super Guppy air- 
craft. Prior to approval of NASA Headquarters of the amend- 
ment converting the contract to CPIF, NASA began airlifting 
the S-IVB stages to KSC. 

We believe that NASA should have recognized that early 
delivery incentives might not have been needed to acceler- 
ate the S-IVB stage deliveries to KSC. In our opinion the 
pending availability of the Super Guppy should have caused 
NASA to defer negotiating the schedule incentive provisions 
with the S-IVB stage contractor. Had the use of the Super 
Guppy to obtain the added time at KSC subsequently appeared 
infeasible, the S-IVB stage contract could have been 
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further amended to provide the contractor with the desired 
motivation to accelerate deliveries, Even without early 
delivery incentives in the contract, the delivery of the 
S-IVB stages would not have been materially affected in the 
event that the Super Guppy aircraft could not have been 
used, since NASA still could have reverted to water trans- 
portation and could have delivered the stages in time to 
meet the established KSC need dates. 

Also, it should be noted that the first precertifica- 
tlon problem mentioned by OMSF occurred about 2 months" 
prior to the time NASA contracted for the exclusive use of 
the aircraft, and the second precertification problem was 
overcome by early March 1966. Inasmuch as NASA began using 
the Super Guppy aircraft to airlift the S-IVB stages to KSC 
in early April 1966--about 2 months prior to approving the 
amendment incorporating the early delivery incentives into 
the S-IVB contract-- it obviously had satisfied itself as to 
the aircraft's reliability. 

CONTRACTORS" COMMENTS 

Our draft report was submitted to each of the $hree 
stage contractors for their review and comment. 

The North American Rockwell Corporation, cont&ctor 
for the S-II stage, made certain suggestions, which we 
adopted in the preparation of our final report. The Boeing 
Company, contractor for the S-IC stage, stated that it did 
not believe it was appropriate to comment on the matters 
discussed in the report but did state that it believed that 
I'*** schedule incentives do or will serve to reduce the 
overall cost of a program." We have not included North 
American's or Boeing's comments as appendixes to this re- 
port. 

The McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC), 
contractor for the S-IVB stage, advised us, in essence, that 
the decision to use incentive provisions in its contract 
with NASA, particularly the schedule incentives, was the key 
to the programss achievements culminating in the successful 
lunar landing mission. 
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MDAC stated that a number of ultimate program and con- 
tractual objectives had been established by NASA at the 
time of contract conversion, and that the achievement of 
these objectives by MDAC was due in large part to the in- 
centive provisions of its contract, which effectively moti- 
vated MDAC in a number of management and technical areas. 
(The full text of MDAC's comments are included in this re- 
port as app. III.) 

However, there are means, other than schedule incen- 
tives for early delivery, that can be used to motrvate con- 
tractors to achieve predetermined objectives and that are, 
we believe, more In the Government's Interest. In our opin- 
ion, this is evidenced by (1) NASA's decision in July 1966 
to include only schedule penalty provisions in the contract 
amendments for the procurement of the second group of S-IC 
and S-IVB stages, and (2) the guidelines in the jornt De- 
partment of Defense (DCD)/NASA incentive contracting guide 
issued In October 1969 (see p. 33) which provide that, usu- 
ally, rewards for dellvery ahead of schedule should not be 
paid. 
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CHAPTER4 

CONCLUSIONS 

In our view, had delivery of the S-IC and S-IVB stages 
in advance of the MA-Z schedule delivery dates been desir- 
able, it could have been obtained by not incorporating the 
full extent of the MA-Z schedule stretch-out into the stage 
contracts. We believe that such a course of action could 
have resulted in the stages ' being delivered on the dates 
desired and in avoidance of the need for NASA to subse- 
quently agree to pay schedule incentives of about $26.2 milm 
lion. 

Although we discussed this course of action a number 
of times with NASA officials, we were not advised, in our 
opinion, of any substantive reasons that would have pre- 
cluded NASA from limiting the MA-2 schedule stretch-outwhen 
incorporating the revised delivery dates into the S-Id and 
S-IVB stage contracts. In this regard, the MA-2 schedule 
was not initially incorporated into all the" launch vehicle 
contracts. The delivery schedule for the IU remained on 
the MA-1 schedule until October 1966--about 20 months after 
the centers had been advised to incorporate the MA-2 sched- 
ule into the hardware contracts. The IU project manager 
stated in a memorandum dated September 23, 1966, that the 
MA-2 schedule had not been incorporated into the IU con- 
tract because he 

I'*** elected to keep the pressure on *** 
[the contractor] during the initial phase 

(of operations to insure meeting the later 
MA-2 dates," 

When the IU project manager determined that the IU contrac- 
tor was capable of meeting the required schedule dates, the 
MA-2 schedule was incorporated into the contract. 

We believe further that, even after incorporating the 
MA-2 schedule into the stage contracts, NASA could have 
avoided paying schedule incentives to obtain extra time to 
conduct unplanned tests on the S-IC and S-IVB stages. At 
the time that negotiations were held with the S-XC and S-IVB 
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contractors to convert the contracts from CPFF to CPIF, 
NASA program officials were aware that the S-II stage was 
behind schedule. Unless a major acceleration of the S-II 
schedule could have been achieved, the S-IC and S-IVB 
stages, if delivered to KSC on the dates specified, would 
have been on hand at KSC before the S-II stages arrived and 
additional time would have been provided for contingencies 
and unplanned testing in connection with the S-IC and S-IVB 
stages. We believe therefore that the need to have obtained 
delivery of the S-IC and S-IVB stages in advance of the re- 
quired dates is not apparent. 

Also, it should be noted that there was no plan to un- 
dertake additional tests; the need for such tests would 
have been due, presumably, to unforeseen problems arising 
during prelaunch checkout. In this respect, as can be seen 
by the chart on page 11, if the MA-2 schedule had been met, 
the first Saturn V vehicle (501) would have been launched 
and the second Saturn V vehicle (502) would have gone 
through almost all the KSC prelaunch checkout process by 
the time the S-IC stage for Saturn V-503--the first S-IC 
stage on which an early delivery incentive fee was In- 
volved--arrived at KSC. Thus, it appears that some of the 
unanticipated checkout problems for which NASA was attempt- 
ing to buy time to solve would have already come to light 
and been solved in the checkout and launch of Saturn V ve- 
hicles 501 and 502, 

In October 1969 DOD and NASA issued a joint incentive 
contracting guide to describe improved incentive contrac- 
ting techniques reflecting the experience gained by the two 
agencies in the negotiation and administration of more than 
5,000 incentive contracts. 

The new guide states that generally, penalty-only in- 
centives appear to be the most appropriate for schedule, 
since schedule is the most difficult program element to 
control and is usually the least important element to major 
program success. The guide states also that, even though 
there is no incentive on schedule, the desire to avoid a 
record of lateness and the probability that a schedule de- 
lay will result in added cost and therefore a lower fee 
through the application of cost incentives, provides some 
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inducement for the contract6r'to fulfill hb@ r'esponsibili- 
ties on time. 

The new guide notes &at, usually, early delivery is 
of no value to the Goverment and can, in c&ct, result in 
additional costs. The g&A!@ states that rewards for ad- 
vancing delivery schedulei &Pe, thereforeS generally nag ' 
advisable. 

We believe that the n&CM guidelines, if properly impl%= 
mented, should preclude a Recurrence of the situation de= 
scribed in this report. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

Our review was performed at MSFC, Huntsville, Alabama, 
and at NASA Headquarters, Washrngton, D.C. We examined 
NASA records relating to the incentive provisions contarned 
in selected contracts, NASA's policies and procedures with 
respect to incentive contracting, and records of Apollo/Sat- 
urn V Program assessments. Also, we held discussions with 
NASA Headquarters and MSFC officials responsible for man- 
agrng the Apollo Program. 
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APPENDIX I 

ToTAL SCHEDULE INCENTIVES EARNED BY THE CONTRACTORS 

FOR EARLY ACCOMPLISHMENT OF SCHEDULE 

MILESTONES ON S-IC AND S-IVB STAGES 

Stage Incentives 
number earned 

S-IC stages (note a): 
S-IC-3 
S-IC-4 
S-IC-5 
S-IC-6 

' S-IC-7 

$ 2,1,24,227 
4,287,309 

321,570 
321,570 
321,570 

Total 7,376,246 

S-IVB stages: 
S-IVB-501 
S-IVB-502 
S-IVB-504 (redesignated S-IVB-503N) 
S-IVB-505 (redesignated S-IVB-504N) 
S-IVB-506 (redesignated S-IVB-505N) 

8,000 
860,000 

1,250,OOO 
1,145,ooo 

875,000 

4,138,OOO 

$11,514,246 

aBy contract amendment dated August 22, 1969, the unearned 
schedule incentives applicable to S-IC stages 5 through 10 
were deleted from the contract. The amounts shown for in- 
centives earned on S-IC stages 5 through 7 were earned for 
early completion of interim schedule milestones prior to 
November 13, 1967, the date MSFC and the S-IC contractor 
agreed to negotiate a revised incentive arrangement. 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D C 20546 

IN REPLY REFER TO D APR 10 1969 
Mr. Morton E. Henlg 
Assistant Director 
Clvll Dlvlslon 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Henlg: 

This 1s in reply to your letter of December 18, 1968, requesting 
our comments on your draft report concerning incentive provlslons 
of selected Saturn V contracts. Detailed comments in ampllflcatlon 
of some of the matters dlscussed herein and on other points contained 
In your draft report are enclosed as Exhlblt A. Comments on the 
preliminary draft report were contalned In a letter to you from 
Dr. George Mueller, dated May 23, 1968. 

As informally outlined to you m our meeting of March 21, 1969, 
the lncentlve provlslons of the Saturn V contracts which are the 
subJect of your draft report recognize the performance status 
of those contracts at the time of contract conversion. They reflect 
a total management Judgment regarding many conslderatlons, mcludmg 
the adjustment of open changes, later referred to herein in some 
detail; the status of the Apollo program at the time; anticipated 
technical progress; past spacecraft experience; available resources, 
both actual and anticipated, and the obfective of program completion 
by the end of the decade. It should be emphasized also that the 
schedules involved m these particular Incentive arrangements 
were compatible with other Apollo contracts and that, as a totality, 
all contracts were Instrumental In achieving a measure of mission 
and schedule flexlbillty. The conclusion IS inescapable that the 
management decisions that were made, including the incentive structures 
for certain Saturn V contracts, did lower on-going costs and will 
contribute to total program accomplishment for the least cost. 

The GAO asserts m the draft report that the cost of the Apollo 
program tkstretchout" could have been reduced if NASA had not lncor- 
porated the full extent of the MA-Z schedule into the Saturn V 
contracts and that NASA could have thereby avoided the payment 
of schedule incentives. The GAO view appears to be based on the 
belief that the stage contract schedules should have been adJusted 
to the desired earlier delivery dates, as dlstingulshed from the 
MA-2 schedule dates, and that this would have resulted in timely 
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delrverles without the need for incentive payments. The GAO positron 
1s understood as placing relrance upon certain Interim conclusions 
reached by NASA. We belreve this reliance to be misplaced because 
there is failure to recognize all the conslderatrons whrch frnally 
resulted In the MA-2 schedule. For example, a significant program 
change not considered in lnterrm thmnklng concerning the Apollo 
schedule ad-justment was accelerating the first manned flrght from 
Saturn 507 to Saturn 503. The target delrvery dates finally included 
m the MA-2 schedule reflected a management assessment by NASA 
based upon all pertinent factors whrch was agreed to by the contracting 
parties as reallstlc and equitable in the circumstances. 

It may be somewhat misleadrng to characterize the adJustments 
In the Apollo program that were made as a "stretchout," for that 
term rmplles to some a lengthenrng due only to budget considerations, 
whereas contract changes were present and had impact in the matter. 
As stated earlier, HASA management was cognizant of budget factors, 
but they by no means dictated the program changes which were effected. 

The views expressed above may be better understood through certain 
background whrch follows. The MA-2 program schedule was the result 
of the most comprehensive review of the Apollo program ever conducted. 
When this review Indicated that all of the malor elements of the 
program, including the Saturn V launch vehicle, were behind schedule, 
it was NASA's Judgement, based on prior experrence with programs 
such as Gemini, that posltrve action was required to place the 
program on firm, realistic base and to rmplement methods to hold 
the program to that base. The base which was established was the 
MA-2 schedule. Incentive contracting was one of the methods used 
to maintam the MA-2 schedule. 

Experience within NASA with research and development programs 
had Indicated that there is a tendency to desrgn m excess of 
requirements. Whrle this LS a cautious procedure, it results 
In increased program costs and a lengthened performance period. 
The Apollo Program Director, therefore, desired a form of contrac- 
tual arrangement for the Saturn V contracts which contained the 
optimum balance of performance, cost and schedule motlvatrons. 
Relevant to the Saturn V contract convers&ons involving the S-IVB 
and S-IC stages is the fact that there were a large number of 
change orders outstandlng with an estimated value of $280 to $360 
million and $75 to $100 million, respectively. The conversions 
were negotiated on a total basis, and the process did not Include 
detailed negotiation of each change with specific rdentrfication 
of cost and schedule impact due to each change. The matter of 
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changes gave the stage contractors the right of schedule or other 
relief. 

In conclusion, we feel that the $22 to $33 million range suggested 
in the GAO report as the estimated cost of the MA-2 schedule adJustment 
reflects inadequate consideration of many matters dealt with herein 
and in Exhlblt A. Moreover, lt embodies a questionable view of 
one aspect of a management action without regard to the results 
achieved by the action. NASA strongly believes, as prevrously 
stated, that early delivery incentives did reduce on-going costs, 
permitted mission adJustments, and will keep total program costs 
to the minimum obtainable. 

Sincerely, 

n);) ti 
Harold B. Finger 

ociate Admln k rator for 
,'I Organizatian and Management 

L' a 

Enclosure 
Exhibit A -- Detailed Comments - 
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NASA COMM!lNTS ON GAO DRAFT REPORT ON 
INCENTTVE PROVISIONS OF SELECTED SATURN V 

STAGE CONTRACTS 

The attached commends represent our position regarding the following 
issues raised by GAO: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(41 

(5) 

(6) 

(71 

03) 

MA-2 Schedule Rationale " 

KSC Prelaunch Checkout Activity Tti 

Additional TW for Testmg, Requiment, and 
Wtilizatfon, Thereof 

MA-2 Schedule/Incentive Contract Coordination 
Between Frogrem and Procurement Officials 

S-II Lateness VS. S-X and S-IVB On-schedule 
Conditions 

Adoption of Afr Transportation Negated Need for 
S-333 Early Delivery Incentives 

Incentive Costs 

S-IV%503 and 504 Schedule Adjustment in 
December 1966 

In conclusion, the incorporation of the MA-2 schedule in the contracts 
was a realistic reflection of the actual program status at that point in 
Hme and what could be expected In the future based on programmatic, 
technical, budgetary, and contractual considerations. Once this base was 
formed, we incentivized the contracts in order to provide the motivation 
necessary to assure 
goals * These goals 
Government. 

contractor performance commen&rate with program 
are being achieved with the least cost to the 

for Manned Space Flight 
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MA-2 SClI’ OULE RATIOI\IALE 

DU ing the sulnmer of CY 1964, it became evident that a comprehensive 
re iew of the entire Apollo Prop-m was required to determine the status 
of the program and the necessary corrective actions needed to brinp the 
p&gram back in balance which was due to intricate technical problems, 
numbers of outstanding change orders, slippages in ground test programs, 
late GSE, all of which impacted heavily on a realistic schedule. 

This review and assessment WPS the m”ost comprehensive made of the program 
up to and since that time. Prior to this review and assessment, and the 
resulting MA-2 schedule, the Apollo Program hnd experienced contjnued 
sipnificant ,lippagcs. 0vc1 a period of two years, 1962-1964, program 
schedules slipped 12 months Suhsequcnt to the implementation of the 
M-2 schr.iule, the program schedules, rsnained constant for two years uutrl 
the AS-204 accident in Jpnrtary 1967 which required a revamping of the entire 
schc dule prcture. Attachment 1, show5 this history of schedule skpps~es 
and the Tao ycnr pet-l&d of stability. NbSA attributes Lhis tie year stability 
in sch”dulcs to (1) cstablishfng a n:rr program (M-2 Schedule base) that 
had a reasonable chance of being met; (2) coavcrsion of the CPFE contract 
to a CPIF contr,-ct which *lotIvated the contractors to hold to that schedule 
and, if possible, to bcttcr it, nr\d (3) other concerted technical at-d 
mnnngerr,nt nct~ons hy Lhc Govelnnrnt wrth the contractors. Pi s to1y ShOVS 
that NAS4 was successful in acc0nplishin, tx it-s objective of a stable schedule 
sltu,ltiotl, 0thc.r benefits thct I csulted fr0s thi.s conditjon were 10~1 costs 
and additional trme for solution of unknown problems and/or accelerated launches, 
Attpchtint 2 is rn cxtrrct flo* the offlclal Apollo ProCLPm Directive (Pp!) ;‘4, 
Revisions E and F) 011 Program Plmniqg that was issued the fall of 1966, These 
two otracts shoal that, uq~il thp pccidcnt in January, 1967, NASA teas capitalizing 
on the earljer hardr,,Ilc delibcry schedule positjon th,-t ~a5 rcsvltlng from tbc 
scbcdule inceqtikes by plcnn~ng to 1:unch up to two months calls. 

The W-2 schpdulc provided a so~ld basis from which to begin nczotfnLions 
with the contractors on conversion to ipcentlvcs. To preclude P repctltfoq 
of the previously e’pelicnccd schedule sl.iZpagcs, schedule incantivcs were 
prc:oscd that 5 aald astibrtcl the colltLacior to dellvel on scheoulc and even 
earlier. Tne use of sc\edu?e inccqtlvcs with rhc esso*iatcd fee potential 
brought the contrac tar’ s corpc> rate r~Pnel;~~W.nE into tl,c prorrar *3c)re deeply 
thaTI the> had berr PI cdous?y 1 i&r the CFFF arran#k~clrt. T~I :. had a salutary 
effect in reducln; nonessential dasitn change6 and improving efficiency, tnereby 
fncreaslng the prol)ability oE mreting the target srhtQule as ~11 as reducing 
progran costs . 
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Attachment 4 is a listing of key documents produced durrng this review. The 
initial ones are those produced internally in the Apollo Program Office just 
prior to the review; the second group lists the contractors' presentations to the 
review team; the third group the NSF Centers' assessments; and the last 
group the synopsja of all the material previously gathered that 11~s presented to 
the NASA Associate Administrator. Pertinent extracts of this materlo are shoun 
ih Attachment 5. The first chart in Attachment 5 is a schedule summary of the 
status of theprogram as a result of the review and assessment. It shows 
the S-IC being 2 months late and the S-II and S-IV3 three months late. Further, 
it depicts for eacn of these stages the serial impact of these late dellterles 
projected through the completion of the program. 

AttaclLment 6, extracted from the presentation made to the KASA Associate . 
Administrator on the flndings of the assessment, describes jn swrc?ary form 
the status ol' Saturn V program: 

a) S-IC stage - Ground test progxvm is 4 to 6 months late and 
S-K-1 fabrication is 2 to 3 months lntc, 

b) S-II Stage - Ground test program is 1 to 5 months late and 
S-II-1 fabrication is 3 month? late. 

c) S-IVB Stage-Ground test program is 3: months late ond S-IVE-201 
(extracted ilcm fsbrlcntion 3 months late. 
Saturn IB Summary 
Attacher& 7) 

Attachments 5 and 6, and the supportinG docuzlentat~on from which they were 
extracted uncqulvocolly show that the progr,m wcs three to five months late, 
ana based on past performance, action had to be teken to form a new realistic 
schedule base or the progrcm vould further deterLorate 

Attachment 8, shows the actual schedule trend of not only the AS-501 launch 
vehicle delivery to KSC but also the naJor ground test milestone for the 
S-IC and S-IVB progrtqss; that of initial ground test static flrLnCs for 
each of these programs. It can be seen from these trends that the ground 
test program was ex2crlenclng contrnulng delays during 1963 and 196h. Tne 
last trend she% the slippages that occurred In the co,ppletlon of the S-II 
stage cormon bulkhead,the most ~mportent manufactured assmrbly of the S-II stage. 

Attachment 5, as stated earlier, shorrs the status OF the Apollo Progran 
as deter&net3 by the program assesmcnt. This status schedule, shown 
on line 6 of ottocbme~t 5A, was presented to MSA Associate Admin'strator 
to fndlcate to him thot the program tvas in trouble and further analysis 
of the results of the revlez.7 170~ required before 8 f~.lm reco-rmendation 
for a program adjustment could be made. (Attachment 5A, 1s a comparison 
of the MA-1 Schedule, the immedSate impact o 
Schedule) and the W-2 Schedule). 

f the program assessment (Sept.'64 
From late September 196L to February 1965, 

IThen the 1%2 scbndule wcs offlc1-U\ ado&?, a thorodcll onalys~s of the 
Pldtt?lE7 ~.3~h??C~? 7 1’ Lf’ ,,I 1 ,‘- -,c- ‘, ‘14, 1’ p r-ic~, To t.17 c 2+--!JI 1 s T’;, 

extt i’1-j t prlt J”. 7 ‘- DP L 1.. ‘- ‘7c ?x-*,- l? -,ctor L -:t l--- r- 3 c’vzff J.. \ 

jL%?r--r+ t,; L LLO cc- ‘- c 0“ 
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1. The analysis of the output of the program assessment 

2. The scope of the problem ahead: 

technical problems 

ground test program 

3. The acceleration of the first manned launch 
from AS-507 to AS-503 

4. The design, development, and manufacturing capability of the 
contractors. 

These factors integrated, by the Program Director and his staff with their 
previous erperiencc ufth large ccale research and developtcnt programs, 
resulted in the HA-2 Delivery and Launch Schedule. As can be seen in 
Attachment 54, by comparing the Se@, ‘64 Schedule and the HA-2 Schedule, 
this judgement ccnsidernbly influenced th. a final outcome of the program 
adjustment which pras the HA-2 Schedule. It was also recognized at this 
point that unless sone method waq found to motivate the coutractors to adhere 
to this new realistic Schedule it hould not be met, based on the trend of 
the prograa at that trme undtr the CYPF contract arrangement. Concurrent with - 
the adoption of the M-2 Schedule, the decision VRS made to incentivirc the 
Apollo pril e contracts as a positive way of motivating the contractor to hold 
or better this schedule. It was rccognired chat Incentivizatron alone would 
not assure meeting the schcdulc, but thus together with a concerted management 
effort on the part of the government would enhance the probabilrty of 
achieving it, 
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Attachment 13 
Page 2 of 3 

Tnese inundles are elthel Apollo or SAA Mlsslons As Apollo 
flies !aunchcs al e plan,led as a repent of the AS-207/208 rn&s1on 

6 AS-211/212 -- 

These launches are either Apollo or SAA Mlsslons As Apollo 
these I,lunches are planned as a repeat of the AS-207/208 
mlsslon 

B Saturn V 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Dynamic Test Program - SA-500P/Pad B Checko& 

“% S-Z-F ~111 be scheduled to arrive at h!ISFC by 10 November 
1966 after completion of Pad A Checko& 

MWC! sill conduct a mmimum Saturn V Dynamx Test Program 
and ret, rn the S-ii-F to KSC i9 Xay 1967. 

KSC will complete activation of Pad B in suffxlent time to 
accommodate an AS-504 launch from ellhel Pad A or Pad B. 

AS-501 

The AS-501 laurch IS sche:‘u!cd for mid-February 1957 The 
S-If-l IS targeted for dellvery to KSC by 15 Novem*Jer 1966. 
Tne launch schedule wl;l be re-evaluatea followmg the S-1X-l 
dcilvely t0 KSC. 

AS-502 __I_- 

The S-II-2 s.age IS now targeted for d&very to KSC by 13 
January 1967. Dellvery of CS?d 020 LO KSC has been rescheduled 
from 30 November 1966 to 6 January 1967. 

The early Kay 196’7 scheduled’launch of AS-502 IS unchanged. 
1 

AS-503 

ProJecred hardware dellvex y and required checkout time at KSC 
will allow an early October 1967 launch, as scheduled. 

AS-501 thro& AS-515 

Projected hardware del:very ard $a~oe*! c’lecko,L txe at KSC 
provLdes a capLo:olhtg for Is Lkt ch one to two months earlxr than 
the offxlal launch schedule m Attachln& A. 

source : Apollo Program Directive Q dated 30 Nov. 1966 
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ApD #4F - Attachment I3 
Page 4 of 6 

The RTCC ~111 utlllze the 360 computer progams to support 
this mission and all subsequent Saturn V mlsslons. 

2. AS-502 

The Apollo Launch Schedule is 15 June I%‘. 

S-NB-502, S-XU-502 20 January 1937 
S-IC-2, S-Ax-502 27 January 1967 
s-II-2 a 24 March 1967 
CM OZO/SM 014 15 Malch is67 
LTA-2 14 January i967 

lK%C will return the S-II Spacer to IS.% by 30 January 1967. 
KSC! ~111 utlllzc the S-II Space: for AS-502 prc-launch checkout 
as required until S-J-2 :s available. 

3. AS-503 

T: e Apollo Lzux4 Schedule ;s 2; Sc$cmuer 1967. 

To suk?20r t this launch date, kardware dellvery to I5C wrll be 

s-x-3, S-rv3-5G3, S-rti-5c3 
s-z-3 
CSAVI 102 

LM-3 

b 30 Al;snl l”S7 
31 ltiay 1967 
31 Kay 1967 (SMwlllnot be 

static fll ed) 
1 June 196’7 

4. AS-504 

For thas launch, the pl ogram will plan a conk lgency Apollo 
labqch date m the event Chat the alternate Apollo mx.xslon (lunar 
slmulatlon) 1s flown instead of tne designated primary lunar 
mission. 

Alternate mlsslon p’- xxng [Iieference B) for th:s lau?c? calls for 
a lunar sA.zulatlon like AS-503. In tye event that AS-504 1s 
deslgnateG a lunar sxmulaixon, the Apollo Launch Sckdule will be 
6 I&ember 1967. Current f:lghz hardware dellvery schedules 
support this launch c‘ata. 2 the primary AS-504 mlsslon 1s floun, 
tAe launch date ~~11 remam Fexuary i’Jo8. 

Source Apollo Program Directive 4E dated 22 Sept. 66 
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Ai?D Sf4F - Attachment I3 
Page 5 of 6 

6. 

AS-505 tili-l/dg:h m-31;, 

Cul rent scheduled hardware clellverles, includmg early 
cellvery mcentlves, fo? these velwles s;lpport launches 
earlier than the OifXd NASA Launch Schedule. ApoIlo 
Launch Schedules for Gilmary or alternate Apollo missrons 
are establrshed 2s follows. 

AS-305 >Zar eo Jvrn 09 
AS-533 dun 68 

y;;, 
Aug 69 

AS-507 Sep 62 AS-513 Ott 69 
AS-508 Dee 68 AS-514 Dee 69 
As-509 Feb 69 fis-515 Feb 70 
AS-510 Apr 69 

The stage contro:!ed nxlestone delrverles for AS-505 through 
M-515 have ail been advanced one month to accommodate 
tixs launch schedule ‘;‘n.s c-xge 1s reflec& m Attachment D. 

Dynamx Test Program LC-39 - Pad B Checkout 

IKSBC -nil conduct tie S?:um V Dynamic Test Progrsm and 
return tne S-L-8 to KSC on dock 15 June 1967 for Pad B 
checkout. 

KSC will conduct Pad B checkout so that Pad B 1s operational 
by 15 November ICZ7. 

C. Gi-ound Sap>ort 3q.+. T-p*leni and Site Actlvatlon 

1. UJra’ieC Saturn I 

a. LC-$75 LIK Capab;l;Q 

LC-37% wr:l be modlfled for Liki capabrlrty to allow 1 
January 1967 start 0: 2% launch vehicle checkout I- 

b. LC-34 31ock II CS: : Capzblllty 

Immedlateiy iollow.:g AS-204 launch, LC-34 ~111 be modified 
to a Block II CSM configuration m preparation ior the AS-205/ 
208 dual mxx%on. 

To sqqcrt this zxodmcatlon, Blcc!< I? CShi grou I< s:qpport 
eGawpment cIel3e7,~ ‘5 to XX mast be compiete oy 1 sebruary 
1967. 

Source l Apollo Program Directive ftl? dated 22 Sept. 66. 
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Saturn n3 IBtegram 
S-XC Stage Project 
S-II Stage Project 
s-Ivn stage Project 
checl.out/CSE 
CSI Project 
LE9 Projece 
Nanned Spree PXight Neetfcdc 

Cortraetor Prczctctions 

saetmt s-m seagc Chrysler 
mc ~rogr~tit RW~~W d i4ssc5smme Liocfng Co. 
S-X% Feviev h’oteh American 
S-XC3 Program Review Dou&x3 Aircraft 
Engine RevZcw (F-1, Y-P,RCS@ IPI Descent) Earth A-zrican 
CSM Review Rorth AncrLcan 
?a progrm review Gawznan hlrcraf e 

KSF center t\lftCJGr~‘PtS 

Launch i Fughe Gperaeiana Kecnedy Space Center 
Apollo Frogrem Asst?s?mene (launch v&s.) Marshall Space Center 
r4?0110 sp3txcssfe progratn i<an.ed Spacccrafe Center 

EArA I'caZqn-rEers Pcvicvs - 

A~0110 Poograu Asacseutent to NSF Inzla~.cmyt Council 
Apollo Program Aseessmenf to SASA Associate Admlr,ictrator 

Aug 64 
Aug 64 
fug 64 I 

21 AU& 64 
29 Aus 64 

Aus 64 
19 AU:: 64 

Aate 64 , 

26 Aq 64 
25 A”c 64 
20 hug 64 
22 Aug 64 
19 AC= 64 
2: A~cg 64 
27 Aug 64 

31 fug 64 
1 Sep 62 
3 SC? G4 

14 scp 64 
9 act 64 
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CONCLUSIONS 
L) 

SAIURN V PROGRAM 

501 LAUNCH 

CURRENTLY PACED BY 

S-l! STAGE 

GROUND TEST PROGRAM3 TO5 MONTHS LATE 

S-Ii-1 FABRICATION 3 MCWHS LATE 

S-1C STAGE 

GROUND TEST PROGRAM 4TO 6 MONTHS LATE 

S-IC-I FABRKATIQN 2 TO 3 MONTHS LATE 

UNCERTAINTIES 
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CONCLUSIONS 

SATURN IB PROGRAM 

201 MUNCH 

CURRENTLY PACED BY 

S-IVB STAGE 

GROUND TEST PROGRAM 34 MONTHS BEHIND 

S-WB-l FABRICATION 3 MONTHS BEHlND 

CSM 009 
GROUND TEST PROGRAM 5 MONTHS BEHIND 

009 FABRICATION 3 MONTHS BEHIND 

UMCERTAI N=ftES - - 

GROUND TEST PROGRAM RESitLTS 

S-IVB-1 lNSTALLAT9ON AND CHECKOUT FLOVV TIMI 

CSM SUBSYSTEM AVAILBBILITY AND 1NTEGRATlON 

ESE DEVELOPMENi, FABRICATION, INSTAL-LATION AND 
CHECKOUT PROGRAMMING 

IMCC-NETWORK CHECKOUT bMlSSION SIMULATION) 
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The GAO JrafL report stntr*s “kSC orficfals, mo~covcr, hwe advised us theL 
a 3 rnontlr prefli&ht clirckout cycle was pracl.:cal . This would be I furl’ter 
ln!Hcntion that the MA-2 schcclule, which generally provldcd fox the delivery 
oi: t!lc stages to WC about 4 to 5 months prjor LO the scheduled launch, had 
a ‘bully in hedge against wforesccn a sscmbly and cbccLout problc~~~s .‘I (pngc 
15 and 16). 

This statewent is not cornpalible with thr fasts. NASA does not disagree 
that 8 3 month prcflI@:lrt chcclcout cycle was a practical goal lo work toward 
based on the assumptPons discussed below. Nowever, experience to date does 
not support that such a position is reedfly attainable. 

In the late summer oi CY l9G4, WC presenL.rd a prelaunch checkout plsn for 
Satutn V space vehjcles (tl le sunlllary sheet is shown in Atlachment 1) that 
shalcd e grnclual rcductl on jn prcflPght checkout td*ac from 5% months for 
AS-501 to 3 montht lox AS-505 and subsequent vchlcles. This plan WAS based 
upon a nucihsr of assurlptiou\, e.g., 

1. Hardware aould arrive at KSC with all manufacturing checkout 
and modification work completed, 

2. No bfgnfficant problems would be encountGred during checkout, 

3, Ro addi tjonal testing requirements would Le imposed. 

4. An approximate 10% reduction in flow time would be achieved with 
each succeedi,jg vehicle due to leerwq. 

ThLs plan was used in the developirlent of the HA-2 hardware delivery and lamch 
schedule, This plan was blewed as befng some\lhat optimistic by the Prograa 
Director in its assumptions apd was therefore modified to a cert.&in extent 
in the development of the official HA-2 schedule. ThPs modification consfsted 
of ac’ding an addS timd month to month and a half to the KSC proposed f!oti 
times for unforeseen problc?lrs for vehicles AS-503 through 507. For PS-501 
and M-502, the additional time t as added by extending the launch intervals 
betqqecn M-501, AS-532, and U-503. 

Althou& the official X+4-2 schadulc allozccl for 4% months of flow tia‘e for 
AS-!98 and on, Attachrtent 2, LLIWS 11 and 12, shows (this is an extract 
fro&t the February 16, 1965 letter that ir~pla~ien;ed the M-2 schedule) that 
a lcbSL?r $10~ time, 3% ntattii5, was actually planned for the sa vchlcles. Tnis 
was only a goal to strive fog untict the ~jgorous condrtloas discussed in the 
thf rd pal agrnph above. 
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Attac'hcnt 3 shows tbc ~ct~~3 PI -L cTSi;‘nt ChccPov'i t nc? reqWlcP by vehJcZes 
A&gl, throuC11 AS-5011 57hi.ch ranged fron tir months for AS-501 (Apollo b) 
to 5 months for AS-504 (Apol'Lo 9) ond WEA's current prclwnch che&o& 
ptinnnjny, regt)rdLng vch~clen AS- 505 ond AS- 506. It can bc concluded from, 
Attoc!trilcnt 2 thet OUF esswpptrons ond plcnncd flow times were not re0117ed 
snd even todny NASA has not been able to achier-e a prefljght checkout cycle 
of less than 5 months. NAslr wfll contjnue to attempt to reduce thCs preleunch 
checkout cycle, but much work must be done in thLs area before it can be 
achieved. 
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Leunch Vehicle 
Stages , 

AS-501 (Apollo 4) 
S-XC-1 
S-II-1 
",4py1 

- m 

AS-502 (Apollo ‘6) 
s-IC-2 
S-II-2 
I-IVB- 502 
S-W-502 

AS-503 (Apollo 8) 
S-K-3 
S-II-3 
SmIVB- 503 
S-IL!2503 

AS-504 (Aptdlo 9) 
S-K-4 
S-II-4 
S-IVB-504 
S-W-504 

AS-505 (Apollo lo) 
S-X-5 
S-If-5 
S-IVB=505 
s-fU-505 

AS-506 (Apollo 11) 
s-xc-6 
S-IX-6 
I-WB-506 
S-xw-SO6 

SA’IYRN V SPACE VZlITCLE 
PRELAIIKQi CtIECrnUT ACTIVITY TIME 

Del ivery 
to KSC 

12 scp 66 
21 Jan 67 
14 Aug 66 
25 Aug 66 

13 Mar 67 
24 May 67 
21 Feb 67 
20 Mar 67 

27 Dee 67 
24 Dee 67 
30 Dee 67 
4 Jan 68 

30 Scp 68 
15 May 68 
12 Sep 68 
30 Sep 68 

27 Nov 68 
10 Dee 68 
3 Dee 68 

15 Dee 68 

2QFeb 69 
6 Feb 69 

20 Jan 69 
27 Feb 69 

Prelaunch Checkout 
Activity Tme Launch Date 

MA-2 Schedule 
Actual Plan 
-+=X-Go, 

9 mo, 
15 mo. 

14% ma. 

12 mo. 
9 mo. 

124 ma. 
11% mo. 

$2 mo. 
12 mo. 
12 ma. 

11# mo. 

5 a-. 
9% mo. 
54 mo. 

5 PO. 

5mo. 

5# a-. 

Sk mo* 

54 IQo. 

5# mo. 

4% mo. 

5 mea 44 mo. 

9 Nov 67 

4 Mar 68 

21 Dee 68 

3 Mar 69 

17 Way 69 
(planned) 

15 July 69 
(planned) 
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Jn nwerous powaces thro& the draft rqo:t, partlculnrly p~gc 15, CA0 
co:~tcnds that ITA, had no firm p!a~ or d:d not ut:ll~c the "add~tl onol 
tim for tcstin~" that WSA hnl, Given as one of the reason% for ~11~ de3~tc.r~ 
Or the 18Ut~Cil VcPTCle StageL. 

AttochmexU 3, devonstrcte@ tlx actual time LLR'CCB to tonc?uct t‘qe prelaunch 
checl-o>: of Seturll V veh;clcs at KSC. Tt 7s clcer t!mt 'Lhe*e KSC flov t7ms 
wrc even grcttcr than enti.c~p?ted (See Ap:w~c'~x - KSC PrelsL,nch Ckckout) 
and tkt KAqA, in fact, under-cbt-r*ntnC t\e "additLona1 tesL q. -LTCT~ reqzw=c?. 
Ac further clcrl~?cot~on on the USC of ch-5 pdd?t,orlol time, Attechwnt 2 
e~-vcs se;ezdl spccl tic cxsrple~ ln tnc S--IC end '3-1V.E areds 01" the unplwncd 
c&lvltlcs conc'vctcd and the sc)Icdul 2 lrpect that resulted floq thaw, EVPil 
todcy, on U~h~~l~s es late as 507 508, end 503, wdo~e-ecn plob'lcrs hale 
CLtidda dcloys of o\re2 CO deys rn coriqlet~ n& fcctory end bTIT' voxk. 
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Launch Vehicle 

AS-501 (Apollo 4) 
s-xc-1 
S-11-1 
s-XVB-501 
S-IU-501 

AS-502 (Apollo 6) 
s-xc-2 
S-II-2 
S-n%-502 
S-W-502 

AS-503 (Apollo 8) 
s-xc-3 
s-11-3 
S-WE-503 
s- IW503 

AS-306 (Apbllo 9) 
S-XC-4 
S-II-4 
S-IVB-504 
s-m-504 

AS-505 (Apollo lo) 
s-xc-5 
S-II-5 
S-XVB=505 
S-W-505 

AS-506 (Apollo 11) 
S-XC-6 
S-II-6 
S-IVB-506 
S-W-506 

SATLWZ V SPACE VEtlICtE 
PXELAUKCH CiIECKNl'~ ACTXVilY TINE 

Del ivery 
to KSC 

12 Sep 66 
21 Jan 67 
14 Aug 66 
25 Au8 66 

13 Mea 67 
24 May 67 
21 Feb 67 
20 Mar 67 

27 Dee 67 
24 Dee 67 
30 Dee 67 

4 Jan 68 

30 Sep 68 
15 May 68 
12 Sep 68 
30 Sep 68 

2s MOV 6% 
10 3ec 68 

3 Dee 68 
15 DCC 68 

20 Feb 69 
6 Feb 69 

20 Jan 69 
27 Feb 69 

Prelaunch Checkout 
Activity Time 

W-2 Schcdulc 
Actual 
--=X%0. 

Plan 

9 maI 
15 mo, 

844 mo. 

12 mo. 
9 mo. 

12% mo. 
11L mo. 

ia mo, 
12 mo. 
12 mo. 

11% mo. 

s mo. 
9% mo. 
5% mo. 

5 mo. 

s mo. 

s mo. 

Launch Date --.. 

9 Nov 67 

4 Mar 68 

21 Dee 68 

3 Mar 69 

17 May 69 
(phanncd) 

15 July 69 
(planned) 
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SIC- 1 ST&g 

1 s-zc- 

Replaced five critical S-IC distributors just prior to rollout 
for foam expansion (UCR’s 380079, -082, -084 and -088) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4, 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Replaced all 14 fairing turnbuckles (ECP 320) and UCR 300160), a 
two day task, for stress corrosion suseptabrlity. 

Slipped CDDT and subsequent testing 4 days for changeout of all S-I C 
actuators because of an anti-backlash spring which was stress 
corrosion susceptable. 

Encountered substantial problems installing ordnance (flexible 
linear shaped charges) 

Incorporated over 6,600 manhours of modification installation, plus 
inspection and retest. 

S-N-2 

Leaking seivoactuator (UCR 300486) required special drain installa- 
tion (ECP 0411) Leakage was within system specifications but wa6 
saturating the thermal insulation, 

In excess of 6600 manhours were expended on modifications. 

Substantial problem6 were again encountered during ordnance installa- 
t ion. Problem was traced to an undersized tool fixture which caused 
the difficulties on S-K-1 and S-X-2. 

3 s-m 

Thermal insulation wa6 added to the forward skirt at KSC, a 626 
manhour task. (ECP 207) 

Additional weather protection (RCP 299) wa6 added, requiring 47s 
installation manhour6 

Instrumentation alterations in the ensine area (ECP 333) required 
387 installation menhr%rs. 

Servoactuators were again changed at KSC (ECP 347; 134 installation 
Inanhour6). 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s- IV’9 SThGE 

S-IVB-501 

Replace LR2 Tank Repressurization control module because of qualm- 
fication problems. MDRC ECP 2305 

Replace M>X Tank Pressurization Control Module because of qualifi- 
cation problem. 13 hours of effort caused retest MDAC 2304 

Modify LU2 Duck Assembly because of qualification problems 18 
hours of effort caused retest. MDhC ECP 2308 ’ 

Flutter kit installation - approximately 3000 hours of effort 

This stage was delivered to KSC with 400 hours of open work An addit ional 
6,230 hours were worked whrle it was here. 

s-IVB-502 

1. Install larger size bolts at the S-IX-S-IVB interface, 270 hours of 
effort. MDAC 2218 

2. Enter LH2 tank to replace damaged ground strap, install end caps 
on 21 wrres left bare after ECP 2047 WCS worked at MDAC STC, inspected 
PU probe for proper configuration and work on ECP on the PU probe. 
Approximately 1000 hours of effort. 

3. Reinforcement of Main Auxiliaty Tunnel Clips, 1000 hours of effort. 
MDAC ECP 2597 

This stage was delivered to KSC with 2,260 houis of open work An additional 
‘8,100 hours of work was done after receipt of the stage. 

S-IVB-503 

1. Additional measurements added because of the anomalies of the AS-82 
flight, 7,600 hours of effort, MDhC ECP 2281 

2. Engine modifications required for Dual Restart Mission, 1,300 hours 
of effort. MDAC ECP 2760 

3. LOX Tank Non-Propulsive vent system installation, 3,300 hours of 
effort HDAC ECP 2057 

L 
This stage came to KSC with 3,390 hours of open work An addit ional 
12,000 hours were worked while it was here. 
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The draft ~cpo~ t plxes colsldcr&le c~l~!lasls or the relntlve cchcdule 
pob~t~ons of the S-XI stbge vcls~ls the S-XC and S-IVB strges 11’~ late CY 
1965 rind CY 3 9G6. The GAO oprnron is that heczxsc tht S-II was assessed 
PS bchln,! scheclulc, NAS4 should not have plnccc’ curly del~vell incentives 
on the S-IC pi+ S-IVB stages. NASF dots not dispute that the LstlllatCs/ 
assessment of thz early S-IT stages (S-II-l throk+$ S-11-4) were negative, 
but during the pc.1 iod addressed by the report, 1 .P , late CY 1965 and 
through the spring of CY 1966, the as.sessn’enLs of the S-II-l through 
S-If-4 bchrnc! sc~~cciulc condition wcle steadily ll,proxing as, attacl* lent 1, 
assL.s~mcnt &art shc~~s. This Lrlp;ovesent peaked in June 196G x,ben S-II-3 
ar>d S-II-4 f’err ~~scssed on schedule anti S-II-l and S-II-2 were asseestd 
8 wpeLs alld 2 wcc~1.s bchlnd schcdul e, Iespect:vcly. The subsequent schcJule 
deter rorot I ot1 L?sulted flom addltlonal static flrlng testing requ?rt?cnts 
due LO the loss 01 the S-II all systems test stage and insulcit~on problclns. 

ln eally Jaruary 1966, the Apollo Progrs,,I Office csscssed S-II-1 as 12 
wca1.s behind sclicd,~le However, by mid Februxy, >%FC in the F!SF Proglm 
RcJler cn 15 Febru~?) 1966 (att<rhnmL 2) lncllcatcd that In theLr oplnron 
actions that l-ad been tn’feu by NZA and MSFC slxe Deccxber 1965 had reduced 
the behind schc3ule condltlon OC S-II-1 1~011 22 \Tecks to 2 we&s. 

Fro 1 a:tzchr,ents 1 and 2 It was toitcluded by the Program Director that 
the S-II srhedulc wo~~ld rttover to be rn phase with the S-IC and S-IL% 
schcc’ul es. Furtl*er, a13 during thus tlmc NPSA \ as having discussjon with 
NM to estzblrsh a base within the E!-2 schedule frmebork that would lend 
to the conversion of the S-II cont1?cL to an incentive contract. 

Fl na3 ly, to shox? that the S-IV63 ana S-IC t’ere experiencing scherlule problems 
durrng this sale tlrre pellod, attachment 3 is a chart extracted from the KFC 
MSF Kevrcw prcsc‘~tat>on of 15 April 1966 rndrcgtlng that the S-IC-1 nce?ed PIN 
addrtlonnl nontn to complete all prc-dcllvely actlvitles that were required. 
Pttach;cr,t 4 is a’1 extract from the 9 Fcbzvary 1966 APO devzcw lndrcatlrg that 
S-IVB-501 wes 8 weeks behind sch&ule and a potentral delivery ploblea. It 
WEE, tllerc;oLe, XJbSA’s consic!erc$ Judgcr,cnE th?t the esscssmcnts of the lnLtl?l 
Celfvtries of the three Saturn V stages here, In fact, 1x1 phase with one another. 
Eec;use tnesc delrvcries wrre Psscssed “in slncn” tljerc was ro repso’ to oellevz 
that the behrn<-b~h~du?e assess,le L of the S-XC and S-IVB could not be improved 
like thz S-LJ 51 tuctxm ht=d II,?rox’. T ,exefo-e, thcrc yes no nenessj ty to n?l.e 
6 sz!lcduic adJustr,cnt for tLc>s~ sL‘,es. 
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0 KSC’s requmd on-dock date for S-IC-1 to support 
1 Sepccmher 66 stalt of SA-501 stacking 1s 
30 August 66. 

0 S-I&l on-dock KSC date is now planned for 
30 August 66. 

0 Addltlonal month of S-IC-1 dwell time at 11/ISFC will 
allow: 

f 
~dd~t~ona!. time to lncoz po~ate mandatory 

I clmnycs (npp.zox 45) p.tlor to stat. of “Post 

2 
Captlvc Flllng Checkout. ‘I (Reduces manu- 
factul mg lntci t uptlons dul mg checkout 
a.ctlvltlcs) 

Rcduccd amount of S-XC-1 “traveltl walk to KSC 
(approximately 350 man hours to 100 man hours 
as of 15 np111 66.) 

Rddltlonal,tpnc to complete “Post Captive Flrlng 
Checkout - 7 ccluclng tlsks (human CL 101 s) 
Inherent In OVLL tlmc opciatlon. 

r-V-P 84 Snc;zp~ 15 ‘66 
SOURCE - MSFC Saturn V 
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SATURN ‘3 

?OTENTXAL PROSLY! 

-C-XVibsOl IjhSELINFi SCITRD’~ (S-1773 SUMWRY PXASINC PLAX) PLANiD 

FOR DELIVSRY OF S-IV%501 TO EAfTO AP?ROXIl?A'TELY 22 .?AXWX! 1966. 

-FIZSENT S-KS-501 Sc’i%DllL!t (ElnSED OH INCEh4XVE COX'TI"C'i) CA&S FOB 

L'E'SCRY OF S-X'G-501 TO SACTQ ON 19 t-WXX 1966 WZTX h3 D%AY IN 

DELItTRY TO KSC FER :y\-2 SCiEDTUIE (31 JULY 1966). 

- AEOVE SXOWS 8 WZEKS SLIP IN DCLWZRY OF S-IVB-501 To SACTO. 
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I 
I 

Apollo Program OTfice 

S-II Stage Contract Requirements and Assessments 

24 me. 1967 

Source* Apollo Frogram Office contractor notebooks 
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- - -  

---e- - - - - -  - - - ,  

Iw::\ D s’%ct f I ICI} If set I; nuir 

SA’l URN 1’ 

s-11 S’J’AGIC 
Status as ol’ i‘cb. 15, I966 --- --_---- --I -* - -- --- --- .-- _ 

0 At Dcccmbcr 19 65’MCM PI ogr am Rcv~cw 1 cpor tccl S-II-1 schcdulc slipT;Lgc 
- 32 wc:ks (5 months). 

0 PI cscnt S&ID Rccovcl y Schcclulc (SLID Plan 66A) 1nchcatc.s S-II-I schcdulc 
slippage - 2 u~ccks (On Dock KSC- 15 August 1766) 

0 20 week ~ccovciy in S-II-1 schcdulc (Effect of Yaich~n, Dl~scoll, Tlott Team) 
ta sccl 041: 

9 weeks lccovcly at Seal J3cach 
IIyclio Pr Clean - 5 wkq to 3 w1.s 2‘ 2 wks 
Systems I~~stall~tion/Insulrct~on Closeout - 12 ~1,s to 9 wks=3 vks 
Post Mnnulactuling ChccLout - 12 wks to 8 wvks - 4 wks 

11 wcchs lccovc~y at MTF - Dwell Tlmc ,at hrl? 1F ~ccluccd f1 om 
20 wkq to 9 wks 

Reduced Pzc-Acccptancc TcSt Chccl,out & Trz~~ing Test - 
10 wks to 3 wks 7 7 wks 

Rcclucccl Acccptancc Test IQ11ng tlmc - 2 wks to 1 wk = 1 wk 
Rccluccd Post Acccptancc Test Checkout - 6 \vks to 4 v/k; = 2 wks 

0 I\Tcw S&II) Scl~cclulc CGA tnco~ polntlng 70 WCC’- ,, 1 ccl~~ct~on is highly opt~mist1c. 

Cl New St,T Schcclulc 66A lcsults 11~ S-II-T Cc?pttvc Flllng ~‘~O~ICIIJI of 0-1’~ 
app1 0 \i Jnatcly 3 \WClS. 

_- 
__._ -_- _-_ -  -  _“------ se.. - -  - - - -  -  .  - I  -  -  -  _______ -  .-e-w--- ~__. -_- - .  

SOURCE - MSFC Saturn V presentaeioa 
to MCM 15 Feb 1966 
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Although the Super Guppy aircraft did not experic.lcc any major probleus 
after its certificati.on (llxch 1966). it is unreaso*lablc to conclude thpt 
at that the a decision could be r,de to restructure the stage dclti;cry 
requirexnts to take edvantaGc of the tiae gained by using the Guppy 
airclnft* For NASA to jeopnrdize the Apollo launch progrcm at that tin? 
by not providing sufficient tiea in the S-IVB delivery schedule to 
coxpensnte for a potential loss of this aircraft xlculd hnvc been unr*ise. 

The Super Guppy \?a8 a one-of-s-kind aircraft. It originally c~as to 
have been certified by the end of CX 1965. However, due to two major 
problems in late CY 1965 and exly CY 1966 it was not iinnlly certkfied 
until 30 March 1966 due to: (1) the aircraft nose caved m during a test 
flight due to inadequate structural strength, (2) a pro,~cllcr stress 
probleu. Since prior operational cxpericncc with the aircraft was not 
available and with the problccn that the errcraft h?d just ckperienccd, 
it would have been very shortsighted end derelict on the palt of 14PSA to, 
at that 88~3 time, make a maJor edJu8tmcnt in the S-IVB schcdulc to CGZP 
pensate for the potential time gained, There was no assurance at that 
time (and the only bay this essurance could be rcnli&ed was through opera- 
tional use and expezicnce) that NASA could totally depend cn this onc-of- 
a-kind, out-sized aircraft for S-XVZ tsan\portation, Unt3.1 corSidmce 
could be built u:, in this aircraft through uiage, NASA elctted not to 
adjust the delivery schedule and thereby retain the ccopability to revert 
to S-IWR water transportation without impacting the S-IVB delivery 
schedule to KSC. 

EST . 1 T AVAILABLE 
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lI!CoNYIVE COSTS 

The draft report contends thct (1) NASA incurred coats in the S-IC end 
S-IVR stage contracts of between $22M and $33?1 as a result of the schedule 
stretchout rcflcctcd in the HA-2 schrdulc, (2) $26.21 of bonus fee p3y- 

merits related to S-IC and S-IVB stages wale provided for unnecescarlly; and 
(3) that hzd NASA limited the extent of scbcdule stretc~soul., thp nerd for 
NASA to sgrce to pay bonus feeb to obtain the desired earlier dcllvcrics 
would have bacn eliminated. 

One signif$c?nt point needs to be made regarding these costs and 
inceutivc fees. Tbc draft report implies that they wre already incurred, 
upon conversion of Lhc contract, This is Incorrect. The incentive fees 
had to be cclncd a;ld the costs were to be incurred OVCL the lift of tha 
program. 

With regard to costs incurred in the S-IC contract, reference is made to 
trends reflected in tho chart shown in attach* znt 01 (this chart r*as 
attached as an enclosure to tha OX% letter LO GAO, dated Kay 23, 1969) D 
This chart ckpicts a very significant dacrccse in actual COSLS incurred 
under the incentive provlslons throughout the 18 month period, July 1965 
through calendar year 1966, Specifically, actual costs for Fiscal Year 
1966 (through June 1966) uere $LO.%l 1~~)s thrn the MSA’s Fcbru~y 1965 
estimate (at which time the contract was still CPFr’). Actual costs Ftr 
FY 1967 (through Julze 1967) were $51.814 less than N4Sh’s rcbrurry 1965 
estlr,~?tes, These figurce have been extracted from NASA’s official p~ogz:~~~ 
operatiug plans and accountin g records for the periods concerned. Also 
pertinent is the fact that the cost estimate projections r&e by the S-IS 
contractor for that period wer e hlghcr than those made by KASA. Thus, the 
actual experience on this contract dozs Pot Support the in?licatzon that 
hASA would have been mser to avoid incentivizing this contract with 
em>hasib on early delivery. 

Wkth regard to the S-IVB 8tagc, (attachment #2 its the S-IVB Stage Relatsvc 
Cost Trend), there are several coqlicatrons impacting the cost trend. 
Although P!ASA’s official records identify stage costs separately for 
stages to be used in the Saturn I3 flight program fro.,1 LhJse 5n SatuLn V. 
available contractor cost information 1s not structured to provide detarl 

S-NC cost klentiiicttic2 to erch of tbc ~$70 Saturn progrrmr. Thus the 
S-IVB actual costs for FY 136G reflected a concentration of effort to 
solve the prc-lauuch problcsa associated Ipith the imminent initial fliSht 
(201) in the Saturn IB Program. Tho actutl Saturn V S-IVB stage cob& rn 
the EcDonncll-Douglas contract for Frsccl Year 1965 (throu&h June 1966) 
reflected higher costs for FY 1966 than thobe piojcctad by KASA jn Nov:-lber 
1965. Thus, actual costs for FP 19G6 exceeded estm:tes by $$.lli, ho~zver, 
in PY 1967 (the first full year under incentive provfsions) actuals 
materialized below estimates by $17,lX. This decrease ~zxrld have been 
even more rubstnqtjal cx.cr~l>t for the destruction of the flrgj’lt -tq+e S-IvD- 
533 cTVl,zl~ ~,f~,-i~ tflr,‘, “’ ’ ‘1-J J 15:;‘. 11-4s 1~3;s rt;c;kT I.,.! r: c’-9i;L 
i ir.CAl --ty : - = L, GI llrl - -:-:: c:, .37 A-5 2- ‘1’ &-. r_l +I 5 ~,~CC~.~r” .3 ,, c--i’ g- 
rcpl T&b. 2IiL fi,; IL S.L& * 

EST A 
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I 
The dccis3oc to >dJust th,. lau~w’c/dclivc~y scht.Ju:~: wa:, ri practlc:: 
necessity notwrthst enclLng the suhscquent FnJ d~scretc? drclsion to 
incentivizc the tvo stage continrts The dccLsion Lo lnLt?tivlze the 
coMrPcts was wade to enLPncc cost effectjvcncs; F; ~11 es to e~gedlto 
delivery of the early stages. It was clerrly estebl~slwJ at the tlmc the 
incentive provision; wele filmed, that tue earlier the hs1 &are delivery 
could be ettaincd, the soawr the contractor’s ~*a?powcz levels r,ould be 
reduced. It wls the succcss of this policy thrc e,~Pblcc' the tr,o con- 
tractors to shoii substantlel reJuctlons in their cost profiles c!uzLng the 
eighteen month perxod folloJln z the dates of ~nccntl~c cffectivlty. For 
these reaso;1s the $26 2H in the folm of contract sc’wdule frcentives fo, the 
S-IC and S-IV3 stages was substantially more than offset by the econo,;ics 
ackeved. 

BEST DOCU EMT AvAlj~‘#lE 
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GAO Note The last 10 pages of OMSF’s comments refer to 
matters discussed 1~ our draft report which were deleted 
from the final report. 
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WALTER F BURKE 
PRESIDENT 

August 29, 1949 

Mr. Morton E. Henlg 
Assistant Dlrector 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C 20548 

Subject DRAFT REPORT TO CONGRESS - REVIEW OF INCENTIVE PROVISIONS 
OF SELECTED SATURN V STAGE CONTRACTS 

Reference Letter dated August 1, 1969, from Mr Henig to Mr. Burke 

Dear Mr. Henig, 

This is in response to your letter of August 1, which transmitted 
for our comment portxons of the proposed GAO report to the Congress on the 
Incentive provisions of selected Saturn V Stage Contracts. As you noted, 
the activities of our Ccmpany are not at issue in the report. Since, 
however, the report discusses 111 part the HASA-MDC Stage Contract, I believe 
it appropriate for us to provide you our comments. 

Following receipt of your letter, I asked those wzthln McDonnell 
Douglas Astronautxs Company - Western DIQ~SZOII who are most knowledgeable 
wxth the background and evolution of the S-IVB Contract to exsmine the 
matters discussed xn the draft GAO report that relate to the S-IVB Stage 
Contract. The attached comments were assembled by the Saturn Contracts 
organization and reflect the consensus of individuals within the Saturn 
Program and Division management who are personally acquainted vlth the 
history of the S-IVB Stage Contract including its conversion to cost plus 
Incentive fee and the Company's experience under the multiple incentive 
arrangements. 

I endorse the content of the attachment and hope that the General 
Accounting Office ~211 consider it carefully in the preparation of any 
final report on the subject. I ask you to keep in mind the fact that 
goals set in 1962 by John F Kennedy to place a man on the moon and 
return him safely within the decade were indeed smbltious. In 1964 when 
NASA inxtiated the conversion of the Apollo Program prime contracts to 
lncentlve arrangements, the Apollo Program was beset by serious schedule 
and technical problems These problems were of sufflclent magnitude to 
cast grave doubts on the natIon's abxlity to achieve the Kennedy goals 
I em convinced that NASA's decision to place lncentlves upon the Apollo 
contractors has been the key to the Program's achievements, culmlnatmg 
in the success of the Apollo 11. When these achievements are vlexed in 
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Mr. Morton E Henqz August 29, 1969 
Page 2 

the light of the fuqdina limitations plscea on the Proaram in recent 
years, the motlvatlonal effect of these lncentlves assumes an even 
brighter luster 

Thank you for qlv3np-f us the opportuxtv to review the report at 
this stexe of Its development 

Smc erel y yours, 

-& &KLc LA{ 
Walter F Burke 
President 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Comoany 
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MDAC COWi?NTS ON D-RAFT GAO RKPCRT.TO 

THE CORGRESS OF THE UXTRD STA%S ENTITLED 

“REVIEW OF INCERTIVE PROVISIOLS 

OF SELECTED SATURN V STAGZ COXTRXTS” 

The material provided for our review discusses, almost exclusively, S-IVB stege 
schedule incentives. The thrust of the material is that, in the 1964 planning 
of the S-IVD contract, IUSA’a principal goal was early (by b weeks] delivery 
of stages; that said early delivery vas obtained chiefly through the use Of 

schedule bonus incentives; and that, to quote from page lla of the dr,a?t , 
“IOASA . . . could have obtadned delivery of the stages on the dates desired 
without added cost to the Government . . . without the pment of schedule 
incentives . ..” 

We believe that the GAO point of view results from an oversfmplification of one 
element involved in the conversion of the S-IVR contract to a Cost-Plus-Incentive- 
Fee form. This conversion - in tot0 - has been pre-eminently successful, both 
from a NASA and Contractor point of view. Any evaluation of the conversion, to 
be useful and equitable, should include a comprehensive review of program status 
in the pre-conversion perfod together vith consideration of all the elements 
involved in the conversion. 

The S-TVS program vaa undertaken in September 1.961. Recognizing the high 
content of beyond-the-state-of-the-art research and development effort, a 
Cost-Flus-Fixed-Fee contract was negotiated. Subaequezlt to definitisation, 
the program vas subject to an extremely high incidence of changes engineering 
changes to stage and support hardware , changes in facilities’ availability, 
changes in testing approaches and philosophy, changes in perrormance require- 
ments, chazges in planned mission profiles , changes in quantities of hardware 
required, etc. During the period 1961-1965, thia atmosphere of rapid change 
was, in our Judgment, inevitable in view of the scope and complexity of the 
Apollo program and the national priority aiforded to it. However, the cumula- 
tive effect of these changes was schedule and coat uncertainties, and the 
extensive anounts of replanning and out-of-position stage manufacturing oosed 
potential threats to the concept of “built-in-reliability” at the factory. 

To minimize Apollo program vulnerability to adverse effects of the above changes, 
in late 1964 and early 1965 NASA/MSFC and the Contractor embarked on a planned 
series o? related actions whose ultimate goals included. 

1) Providing maximum assurance of stage reliability, 

2) Implementing expanded programs of reliability and quality 
both at Contractor locations and those of his suppliers, 
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3) 

b’) 

51 

6) 

8) 

Developing and enforcing rigorous new disciplines for the 
control of future changes, 

Minimizing total program cost, 

Coupleting, to the maximum extent practicable, the manufacturing 
and checkout of the stage at the factoxy in the originally planned 
manufacturing/testing sequences, 

Minimizing the requirements for additional modification effort to 
be performed et the test site, Kennedy Space Center, 

&dating the contract itself and all primary contract documentation 
to incorporate then current baseline information, and 

Increasing the emphasis on timely completron of critical S-IVB 
stage milestones, viz., completion of menu?acturing and checkout 
st the factory, coqletion of all pre-accceptance test requirements, 
and completion of pre-requisites for shipment of the stage to the 
Zknnedy Space Center (KSC). 

The above eight items, while representative of IWSA’s goals at the time in 
question are not a complete description of HASA/Contractor goals, such a 
description is well beyond the scope of these remarks. 

All of the B4SA/Contractor goa3.s were related either directly or indirectly. 
Many of the specific actions taken were aimed at improving the lihelihood of 
attaining several of the goals. The GAO has selected one of tne above goals -- 
or more precisely, a pert of oue - (early readiness for delivery to #SC) - 
fOP analysis. Ou the basis of the material we reviewed, we conelude that GAO 
analysis of this sub-goal has been accomDlish@d outside the eontext of other 
concurrent activities. ‘Typical of these other concurrent activities were. 
imposition of a Configuration Management system designed to introduce new 
disciplines into the control of S-IVB progrsz changes, incorporation into the 
contract of new Program Plans such as the Quality Program Plan and the Reliability 
Program PLan, and definitization into the eontract of a large number of previously 
undefinitzzed changes with the corresponding adJustments in contract dollar 
values and provisions. 

In conjunction with the above activities, HASh/WFC and the Contractor developed 
for incorporation into the contract a set of balanced iacentive features. These 
incentives, structured to operate together as a whole, were designed to relate 
earned fee to the level of success attained by Contractor in meeting stated 
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eontract goals. Fop purposes of contract draftmanship and administration, the 
iacentives were subdivided and identified as* c 

d 8~ cost incentive; 

B9 several schedule incentives, and 

cl several flight performance incentives. 

Each of these ancentive features was aimed at stimulating achievement of several 
(sometimes almost all) of the NASA/MSFC goals Those incentives identified 
as schedule incentives included, in part, the following significant features 

Measurement of the timeliness of completion of stage manufacturing 
and checkout, 

Measurement of the completeness of stage checkout at the factory 
together with the extent to which non-flight hardware had been used, 

Mentificatioa and measurement of the uork (associated with late 
changes) to be incorporated into the stage subsequent to factory 
checkout, . 

Measurement of the timeliness of completion of pre-acceptance 
firing requirements, 

Measurement of the timeliness of stage completfon and readiness 
for shipment to Kennedy Spaee Center, and 

Measurement of the amount and typea of stage modifications to be 
accomplished at the KSC. 

Schedule incentive administration required (in part) that all of the above 
measurements be made. Further, schedule incentive success required demonstrated 
compliance with the new disciplines imposed by Configuration Management, the 
new Quality Program Plan, etc. Thus, the S-FIB schedule incentives were 
structured to be one of the basic program management tools to stimulate and 
assure the development9 implementation, refinement and ultimate success of 
the aew elements being incorporated into the program. 

Much of the above could probably have been accomplished with a larger number 
of "compartmentalized" incentives, e.g , separate incentives (which would 
probably have been labelled "performance incentives") could have been structured 
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to reward/penalize Contractor’s progress on Configuration Management, on 
compliance with the revised Quality Program Plan requirements, on the BmOunt 
and nature of stage modifications carried over from Contractor’s California 
locations for accomplishment at KSC, etc. However, such compartmentalized 
incentives would have been uneconomical to administer - and probably less 
effective in producing the desired ends. 

Ue believe that hASA elected to emphasize a small number of “big picture” 
type schedule incentives because of a belief in their efficacy. A Configuration 
Management incentive would have been understood by, and therefore capable of 
providing direct motivation to, a relatively small group of Configuration 
Mmmgeiaent experts within the company. A cost incentive is understood by, 
and therefore capable of providing direct motivation to, a relatively small 
group of management people within a company. A flight performance incentive 
is understood by, and therefore capable of providing direct motivation to, a 
relatively small group of technical people within a company. However, incentives 
which emphasize completeness and timeliness of the hardware - plus compliance 
of that hardware with requirements - are understood by virtually everyone 
within a company. They are capable of motivating Engineermg people to complete 
engineering documentation correctly and release it promptly; as well as motivating 
Purchasing, Manufacturing, Inspection, Testing, and Administrative people to 
optimize the quality, completeness, and timeliness of their individual contri- 
butions. 

In addition to emphasizing total perfomance, the incentives labelled ‘sscheaule 
incentivesW were structured in the firm belief that their operation, if successful, 
mula lead to program economies. In many areas, the rurest vsy of meeting or 
beating a dollar budget is to accomplish required effort on or ahead of sehedule. 

In our Judgment, the incentives labelled “schedule incentives” were aramatic%Uy 
successful in achieving all of their intended goals, including early delivery. 
These incentivea, together with related actions, stimulated the inventiveness 
snd dedication which ultimately contributed to completion of the Apollo 11 
mission with President Kennedy’5 original timetable a5 endorsed by the Congress. 

We believe that the incentives, again in conjunction v9th related actions, have 
led to very substantial Government cost savings on the S-IV3 program. At S-IVB 
progsm completion, we believe that total ultimate cost to the Government will 
be substantierlly less than it would otherwise have been in the absence of such 
incentives. (This belief is based on the cost of the program, as estimated by 
us, shortly before the conversion. ) 
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We recognize that much of the above is judgmental. No one has ever solved the 
olassical problem of validating the precise benefits achieved through the use 
of contrset incentives. We believe that partial sub&ntiation of our 
judgments can be obtained by comparing certain data from S-IVB stages 501 and 
505 (El). (These are the first and last stages, respectively, on which schedule 
incentive bonuses were available.) 

We have selected what we consider meaningful indicators of performance applicable 
to each of these stages. The indicators and the applicable results for each 
stage are summarized in the attached table. 

In reviewing this table, please bear in mind that Stage 501 had been sub- 
stantially completed at the time the incent'lves were implemented, and that 
Stage 505 (El) was in a position to enjoy the benefits of some three years of 
operation in an incentive atmosphere. 

We believe that we have selected representative, meaningful indicators, and that 
these indicators, taken together, argue persuasively that the incentives in- 
corporated into the S-IVB contract produced the intended results. 

There are additional points which buttress our thesis that the GAO report 
overs,Y.mplifies, out of proper context, one element in a complex program. 
We draw attention to the following points, the omission of which in the 
draft report denies the reader a balanced, complete picture. 

a) All schedule incentives on Stages 507 snd subsequent 
were structured by WASA on a zero-bonus/penalty-only basis. 

21 Following the loss of Stage 503, remaining schedule bonuses 
(on Stage 506 (N) and certain S-IB stages) were converted by 
NASA from a bonus/penalty to a zero-bonus/penalty-only basis. 

5) Failure to include the fact that schedule Incentive bonus 
opportunities existed (ultimately) only on Stages 501 through 
505 (N) can readily cause a reader to reach an improper conclusion. 
For example, consider the following material quoted from page 11s 
of the proposed report 

1, . ..the MA-2 schedule resulted in delivery dates for 
Saturn V vehicles -505 through -510 that were 1 to 4 
months later than WASA's September 1964 assessment of 
when these vehicles could be delivered. Nevertheless, 
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4) 

51 

only a short time after implementing this schedule 
revision, NASA decided it was appropriate to pay 
substantial bonuses to obtain early delivery of 
'$ha S-IC and S-IVB stages for those vehicles . ..II 

The quoted material is intended to apply to Stages -505 through -510. 
In &e case of the S-IVB, only one of these stages carried any schedule 
incentive bonus opportunities whatsoever. 

Further to the point ma& in 3) above, GAO suggests that NASA could 
have achieved its desired schedule goals had they elected to '@... in 
essence, revert back to the delivery dates that the September program 
assessment indicated could be met." However, the GAO chart printed as 
page 7a of the draft report contradicts rather than supports this 
GAO statement insofar as the early, critical stages (e.g., -501 through 
-504) are concerned This chart shows that the MA-2 schedule, used 
as the basis for the schedule incentives, required a substantial 
&cceleration from the delivery dates the& the September program 
assessment indicated could be met: for example, an acceleration 
of three (3) months is shown as required for-Stage 502. 

The added schedule time made available by adoption of air transportation 
for the S-IVB stages (see page lib of draft report) did not become avail- 
able with good confidence to program planners until &d-1966. The S-IX3 
schedule incentives for -501 through -506 were structured in 1964 and 
1965, they were negotiated in late 1965 with "handshakerc agreement in 
~rsnuspy 1966. Air transportation depended upon the development of a 
single airplane called "Super Guppy". This airplane, whicn in 1964-1965 
had not been structurally proven, was intended ior use by a number of 
Apollo Contractors. It would have not been prudent to negotiate an4 
contract on the speculative premise that the Ii&D Super Guppy program 
was going to be a proven success, or be available for utilization by a 
particular Contractor, by a given date. (The benefits of air transpor- 
tation were considered in structuring the schedule for Stages 507-515, 
negotiated in late 1966.1 It should be noted that even at the present 
time, a capability to transport stages via the water mode has been 
retained, for backup purposes, on tne program. 

6) In planning delivery schedules, it is not possible to know, 
prospectively, which component will subsequently pace a complex 
program. Thus, when Contractor buys (as R prime Contractor), he 
non&ally emphasizes schedule compliance or betterment with all 
critical suppliers, to assure availability of all components required 
to meet his contract obligations. In the case oi' the S-IVB, this 
entailed, not only the integrated procurement, testing, and/or 
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matiufacture of all stage components, but also the procurement, testing 
ad/or manufacture of all anctllary items required for launch (e.g., 
rpeclal ordnance items installed at the test sfte, aft interstages 
deli~ercd separately iron the &Me, etc.). 

The Contractor believes that fr lg6t-1965 MASA was implementing a 
tasting philosophy which called SOP integrated testing of the 
complete launch vehicle as a single entity, at KSC. This philosophy, 
the 6uccese of which has tmrcly saved very substantial amounts of 
Monies, required that great ee;phasis be placed on removing all 
schedule uncertainties from the total Apollo progran. We believe 
that schedule incentives - including schedule incentive bonuses - 
played a meaningful vole in this success. 

Xn view of all of the above, we have very serious reservations about the 
orefulness of t&e proposed report in btu present form. Conclusions drawn by 

reader would, in our judgment, be unreliable. 

Because of our overall reaction to those portions of the report we reviewed 
md because of our previously stated recommendations S ve have fop the most part 
refrained ftom commenting on a detailed basis on the text itself, 

Attachment. Comparison Chart, 
Stages 501 vu. 505 (8) 
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COMPARISON OF S-IJB STAGES 501 AND 505 (N) 
RE?FULSBNlATIVIii INDICAI'ORS 

IHDICATOR 501 5OSN IMPROEXENT 

Total time spent by stage in Post-manufacturing 
ch@ekout positfon (VCL) 

Percentage of stage sub-systems successfUlly 
validated in above time span 

Out-of-position manufacturing work perfomed 
during checkout operations 

@en installation work trsnsfcrred from factory 
to acceptance test site (Sacrsmnto) 

Total time on test stand at Sacramento 

Iastallation hours transferred to launch site 
@SC) other than late Government changes 

Time of completion of stage readiness for 
shipment to launch site 

Overtime expended (as 8 percent of straight 
the) during the 4 weeks imediately prior 
to launch, all locations 

65 asys 

57% 

6300 hrs. 

2005 hrs. 

88dqc3 

786 hrs. 

27 days 
Late 

0.?% 

38 days 

100% 

3100 ha?. 

67 hrs. 

70 days 

27 hrs. 

44 days 
Early 

4.9% 

27 days 

75% 

3200 hrb 

1938 hrs. 

18 days 

759 hrs. 

71 days 

44% 
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